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.

INTRODUCTION
This Submission is prepared by Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc. (NSCLC) in response
to the Legislative Council Select Committee into Elder Abuse Terms of Reference by order on
Wednesday, 13 September 2017.

The submission has three (3) parts.
.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE SERVICES
THE OLDER PEOPLE'S RIGHTS SERVICE RESPONSE To THE TERMS OF REFERNCE

SUMMARY OF THE OLDER PEOPLE'S RIGHTS SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY LEGAL CENTRE SERVICES

The network of Community Legal Centres (CLCs) in Australia are all accredited to provide high quality
legal services and the value of their services to the community is substantial, that being:
. Cost effective structures of operation with comprehensive risk management and insurance
arrangements;
Extensive knowledge and collective experience in the delivery of legal and nori-legal services
at no or low cost to the community;

Extensive knowledge and collective experience in dealing with a wide range of socially and
economicalIy disadvantaged persons, including the older person's legal service network.

NSCLC is one of a network of 25 regional and metropolitan community legal centres located in
Western Australia. There are specialist services (e. g. consumer law), target group services (e. g. young
people), state wide services Ie. g. welfare rights) and several generalist services. Some generalist
community legal centres have specialist programs that provide services state wide or metropolitan
wide. NSCLC is a generalist service with three specialist units.

I. Tenancy Advocacy and Education Services (TAES)
2. Women's Resource and Engagement Network (WREN)
3. Older People's Rights Service (OPRS)

' See Recommendations 38,39, and 40. National Assodation of Community Legal Centre's, Why Community
Legal Centres ore Good Volue, 2008.
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.

NSCLC opened in 1,996 with funding from the Commonwealth Attorney General Community Legal
Services Program (Cusp) and quickly established itself as a well-respected service with quality staff and
programs. By 2003, NSCLC was providing services to 33 percent of Western Australia's population.

NSCLC is the largest CLC in Western Australia providing assistance to about 3,545 disadvantaged
Western Australians annually. It has established itself as a well-respected and effective service,
appropriate Iy responding to the requests of its clients, In addition, NSCLC is embedded in the

community with a strong community education and training program and a strong focus on law reform
from the basis of human rights,

From anecdotal observations of staff and community members, a cohort of clients over 60 Years of

.

age' seeking services from NSCLC was identified, and quantified by the analysis of data that had been
collected. Subsequently, in 2005 NSCLC carried out a pilot program to determine if there was a need
for a legal service to address the issue of access to justice for older people. At the conclusion of the
pilot program NSCLC as the lead agency, partnered with Advocare Inc in a tender to commence
operation of OPRS, The original funding came from the then Minister for Child Protection;
Communities; Women's interests; Seniors and Volunteers, The Hon. Sue Ellery MLC, and the OPRS
became operational in June 2007.

In 2007, an inquiry by the House of Representative Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional
Affairs produced the landmark Older People Grid Low report, which indicated that CLCs are best placed
to provide services to and protect the rights of older Australians. This is because the issues of CLC

o

clients are often complex and multi-faceted, and CLCs operate on a strong human rights basis, have
strong links with local and government bodies, know how to work collaborative Iy to achieve the best

possible outcomes for their clients, and provide free or low cost legal and nori-legal services to
disadvantaged members of the community.

Originally, the Federal Government funded age care advocacy service programs in each of the states.
In June 2009, the then Commonwealth Attorney General Robert MCClelland provided additional
' 2003 Commonwealth/State Review of Community Legal Centres in Western Australia The review revealed
that the far northern corridor of Perth was a priority need area to establish a new community legal service.

' D. ,Boldy, M, , Webb, B. , Homer, M. , Davey, and B. , Kingsley, Elder Abuse in Western AUStro"a: Report of o
survey conducted for the Deportment for Communities, Development, Seniors'Interests, Curtin University of
Technology, Division of Health Science, Freemasons Centre for Research into Aged Care Services, 2002, page 3.
41bid

' Western Australia, Advocare; NSW, Aged-care Rights Service; Victoria, Victoria-Elder Rights Advocacy;
Queensland, Age and Disability Advocacy Inc; South Australia, South Australia Aged Rights Advocacy Service
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funding to CLC's under the CLSP The Attorney General's announcement essentially signalled the
beginning of a national CLC program for older people.

OPRS is established as a well-respected specialist law, education and advocacy service utilising a multidisciplinary team (MDT) approach in Western Australia, and a well rioted leader in increasing the
awareness of elder abuse. However, although the workload has significantly increased, ORPS retains
only one solicitor, and a client advocate, who is presently a registered nurse experienced in hospital
and community nursing,

OPRS provides both outreach and office appointments to older people in the metropolitan area,
which is a catchment area of 1,145 square kilometres, where about 450,000 older people live. OPRS

also provide a telephone advice service to clients, and a peer advice service to community centre

.

lawyers in both the metropolitan area and regional WA.

OPRS, together with the local community policing team has also trained a small group of volunteers
to run a senior's telephone register. The volunteers regularly provide a telephone service to older
people who may be housebound or otherwise isolated. More recently, NSCLC launched the Older
People's Peer Education Scheme (OPPES) where specially trained volunteers aim to increase
awareness of elder abuse in the general community. You may have heard about their awarenessraising project called The Purple Road'.

NSCLC also has a community education unit that delivers education to community groups and

professionals. In the past Year, twenty-one sessions on elder abuse were presented, and six expos
attended to bring awareness of elder abuse in the community.

NSCLC and OPRS welcome the opportunity to provide our perspective on this burgeoning area of the
law that directly affects a growing number of older Western Australians.

Inc; Tasmania, Advocacy Tasmania Inc; Northern Territory, Darwin Community Legal Service Allce Springs
Centacare; ACT, ACT Disability, Aged and Care Advocacy Service

' Hervey Bay Neighborhood Centre, in Queensland; Citizens Advice Bureau and Gold Coat Legal Service, in
Queensland; Loddon Campaspe Legal Centre, in central Victoria,

' See Recommendation 38. The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional
Affairs, Older People ond the Low, (September 2007) Canberra.
' See Annexure 7.
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THE OLDER PEOPLE'S RIGHT SER ICE RESPONSE To THE TERMS OF
REFERNCE

The Western Australian Department of Local Government; Strategic-Planning-Framework highlighted:
The seniors'populotion nowspons more than 40yeors (from 60 to Zoo+ years)in oking it very d, Verse in
terms of he@1th, family, economic, emotion o4 physic04 finonciolond household circumstances. '

The terms senior, older and elder are often interchanged and used in different contexts. For clarity
the writers will use the word older in this submission. The concept of older is complicated and can be
difficult to define; is it an age or a state of health or wellness? Clare at al state that:
Old o9e is o social construction, ond is vonously defined, OS a phys^CGI state, a social status, ond a

SOCietOlresponsibility. .. 10

.
The issue of abuse in older persons is commonly termed Elder Abuse, which has been described in
Australian Law Reform Commission Report 1310f 201.7 (ALRC 201.7) as:
...@ complex und multidimension@10nd requires o multifaceted response, "

Parallels are drawn between elder abuse and family violence, with examples of abuse being identified
with in the domains of physical, sexual, psychological/emotional and financial abuse. Further
additional drivers are rioted including ageism, cognitive impairment of the victim, social isolation or
relationships of dependence as well as gender. ''

Elder abuse has emerged as a legal specialisation affecting all sectors of our society. Nevertheless,
OPRS has observed that elder abuse is a complex area of practice, and victims are not a

o

homogeneous group.

In OPRS experience, elder abuse clients can fall into either one of three (3) groups.
I. Older people who can effective Iy use legal and other services to their best advantage. These
clients are no different to anyone else seeking legal assistance to resolve legal issues.

' https://WWW. dlgc. wa. gov. au/Publications/Pages/Seniors-Strategic-Planning-Framework. aspx

'' Clare, Mike; Clare, Brenda; Blundell, Barbara Black and Clare, Joe. Conceptualis ing elder abuse:
Does this label fit? 10nlinel. Communities, Children and Families Australia, V01.8, No. I, 2014: 3748,
at 39.

' Australian Law Reform Commission The Elder Abuse - A National Legal Response Report 131 of
2017 t1,201
LZ ALRC 131 12.401.

'' Australian Institute of Family Studies, Elder Abuse: Understonding Issues, Fromeworks ond Responses, R. ,
Kaspiew, R. , Carson, and H. , Rhoades, Research Report N035,201.6, page I.
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2. A small number of older people who are referred to OPRS have suspected legal incapacity.
OPRS refers these clients to the Office of the Public Advocate (OPA) for further investigations,
through our joint referral policy. NSCLC and OPA have a Memorandum of Understanding in
place.
3. The majority of older people are capable of up holding their rights and freedoms, but due to
their position within the family or close relationship, they are unable (and sometimes choose
not) to protect their own interests.

These are the clients who are neither completely incapacitated nor completely safe, to make their
own decisions, and are highly vulnerable to elder abuse. This group of older people, who are capable
but highly vulnerable to elder abuse, is the mainstay of OPRS casework.

.
OPRS clients - capable but vulnerable

The legal test for capacity, in every case, is time and subject specific, but the general approach
prescribed in 1954 is found in Gibbons v Wright where it is said that the party must have ... such soundness of mind OS to be cupoble of understanding the general rioture of whot
he is going by his porticipotion.
The High Court proceeded to explain that Ordinorily the noture of the tronsoction me one, ,. the general purport of the instrument;
but in some coses, it inoy me on the effect of the wider transoction, which themstrument
is o menns of corrying out,

This means that, when our capable but vulnerable older clients enter into a transaction or execute a
document, they must clearly understand the specific matter at hand and the possible effect of their
decision on the matter. That is to say, legal capacity relates to the person's ability to freely consent
to and choose a course of action, once fully and properly advised.

OPRS has rioted that many of our clients do have the requisite soundness of mind to understand what
they are doing, and appreciate the possible devastating effects of their action, but because of their

'' C, , Coumarelos, D. , Macourt, J. , People, J, M, , MCDonald. Z, , Wei, R. , Inaria, and S. , Rainsey, Legal Australia
Wide Survey (Law and Justice Foundation of NSW) IAugust 2021 xxiii, page 16, identified this group as
experiencing multiple levels of disadvantage and more vulnerable to legal problems, and having higher needs
and lower legal capacity
15 Gibbons v Wright (1954) 9t CLR 423 at 437,
16 Ibid at 437-38
n Ibid
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o

disadvantaged position within the family relationship, they are not free to make the decisions they
would want to make. Their exercise of free will is constrained and as a result their legal rights are not
protected, as the following case study shows.

Dorothy, capable but vulnerable - Case Study I.
Dorothyis 90years old andis alow-income self-funded retiree wholives alonein her sprawling Weinbley house.

She has multiple medical problems, in addition to poor mobility, hearing and macular degeneration.
Her daughter, Jili is 65 years old and lives within walking distance from her mother. Her son Phillip is 71 years
old, a retired banker, and he lives in Albany. The siblings do riot get on well with each other.
Dorothy has an investment property, which is occupied rent-free byJill'stwo sons. Jill promised to paythe rates
and other costs of the property while the boys lived there, but Dorothy has had little money from 11/1,
Dorothy also has two investment accounts with the Commonwealth Bank, which now generate her only source

.

of income. She banks at the F10reat branch and has done so forthe past 50 years' When her husband was alive,
they knew the bank manager and the counter staff very well, but things are different now.
Dorothy planned for her future. She updated her will, chose a residential care facility, and appointed 11/1 as her

substitute decision maker under an Enduring Power of Attorney IEPA) and Enduring Power of Guardianship
(EPG). She felt confident that she had safeguarded her estate by bringing her EPA into force only when the
Tribunal made a declaration of legal incapacity, Her EPG document clearly nominates her chosen care facility
and directed that Jill only make medical decisions with the family GP's advice.
As Dorothy is frequently hospitalised, she often asks, ill to bring her household bills and cheque book to the
hospital.

On one such occasion, Jill alleged Iy slipped a bank authority form in amongst other documents for Dorothy to
sign, 11/1 then presented the signed authority to a Commonwealth Bank branch in Fremantle, and closed one of
DorothY's term depositaccounts. Iillalso requested that all bank correspondence regarding the closure account
be redirected to her own address.

When Dorothy did not receive the expected notice regarding her invested money, she inquired at the F10reat
branch. The bank manager refused to provide assistance, but did inform Dorothy that the account was closed
by Iill as a nominee,
At the time Dorothy met with OPRS, she was overwhelmed by emotion and too distraught to convey lucid
instructions. Her primary concern was on how she would survive and pay her bills. Also overwhelming was the

shame she felt about Jilllwhom she had trusted) doingsuch a thing to her. Equally distressing was her fearthat
Phillip would find out about what had happened to her savings.
Dorothy knew that if she reported the matter to the police or took other action, 11/1 would "... break it off with
me", She instructed OPRS to ask the bank to report the matter to the police, so that she couldn't be blamed.
Then, Dorothy retracted her instructions because she didn't want Jill implicated with the police or with any
court or tribunal, because it would affect the familys good name in the community.

Dorothy's strong emotional dependence on her relationship with, ill, and the shame she felt over Iill's
conduct, constrained her freedom of choice. Moreover, her position of disadvantage in the
relationship may well continue to expose Dorothy to further risks of elder abuse.

It is from the basis of our client's experiences that OPRS provide the content of this submission.
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a)

Determine an appropriate definition of elder abuse

In arriving at an appropriate definition of elder abuse, OPRS contends that there must be a clear
understanding of the target group. That is, who are the 'elder' or 'older' persons, and what is the
scope and extent of their abuse experiences? The answers to such questions will not only guide the
parameters of the definition, but also guide any future prevalence studies. OPRS coinmends Kaspiew
at al, for highlighting the important requirement of a national framework and forthe Commonwealth
Government for responding to the recommendation of the Australian Law Reform Commissions
(ALRC, 2017) in cooperating with State and Territory Governments to establish a National Plan to
Combat Elder Abuse in Australia.

In OPRS experience (as for many others working in the area), elder abuse is a complex interpersonal,
health and social problem where there is a power imbalance (whether usurped or granted) and a
breach of trust involving older people.

Although OPRS considers elder abuse to be the closing stage in the cycle of family and domestic
violence, with elements of fear and control or domination, we also see it as a unique and separate
stage of the cycle

To deal with issues of family and domestic violence in Western Australia, there is the Restroining
Orders Act' but this Act does not cover the important element of trust, which is unique to elder abuse.
That is because family and domestic violence predominantly focuses on the power imbalance between
couples and not that of older people within a family environment.

Presently, there is no legal definition of elder abuse encompassing both elements of trust and
domination in close relationship disputes. However, the recent Australian Law Reform Commission

'' R. , Kaspiew, R, , Carson, and H, , Rhoades, Elder Abuse: Understanding Issues, Frameworks and Responses,
Australian Institute of Family studies, Research Report N0 35,2016, page 21 and 28.
'' See Recommendation 3-I. Australian Law Reform Commission, Elder Abuse -A Notional LegolResponse,
Final Report N0 131, May 201.7,

'' See SSLOA and LOB Objectives, and Principles that must be observed, Restroining Orders Act 1,997 (WA)
21 Ibid
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report on elder abuse (ALRC May 2017) recommends the World Health Organisation (WHO)

definition of elder abuse in its entirety. The WHO definition takes a health perspective, that being... o single or repeoted oct, or lock of OPPropriote oction, occurring within ony relotions
where there ^s on expectotion of trust, which couses horm ordistress to on older person.

The definition above is widely known and used. The ALRC 2017) favours the use of a broad
description, to inform a wide range of policy responses from community education to criminal
offences. 26

In Western Australia the local operational definition, used by the Alliance for the Prevention of Elder
Abuse (APEA: WA, 2006) states:

Elder obuse is defined OS ony oct occurring within on informal relotionship of trust, which
couses harm to on older person, where the person responsiblefor the obuse is of amily

member, friend or ony person of trust. 27
Looking wider than the WHO definition, for example, the English Core Act 201.4 speaks of adults atrisk of abuse instead of '.., which couses horm or distress to on older person' and the term 'abuse' is
interpreted widely, including relationship where there is no expectation of trust.

In addition, the definition should be expanded to recognise vulnerability and the correlated risk of
harm that the older person may be exposed to, as vulnerability does riot only stern from intrinsic
factors such as health, but may also arise from social or structural factors, like isolation and
community attitudes such as ageism. 31

o

'' Australian Law Reform commission, Elder Abuse -A Notion OILegolResponse, Final Report 13, ., May 2017,
11.81 .

23 The Toronto Declaration on the Global Prevention of Elder Abuse (2002),
24 0pRs agrees that elder abuse has significant health implications on seniors.
'' Australian Law Reform commission, Elder Abuse -A Notional Leg@JResponse, Final Report131, May 201.7,
page 1.9. This is also the definition adopted by some Commonwealth frameworks such as MyAgedCare.

26 The Elder Abuse -A Notional Legal Response (ALRC Report 131,20n) t2,451
2' The Alliance for the Prevention of Elder Abuse: Western Australia Elder Abuse Protocol6uidelinesforAction
Assisting orgonisot^^ns working with older people to respond to elder abuse, 201.3, page 3.

'' Core Act 201.4 IEngland) is a piece of legislation, which replaces a host of other care laws.
'' See also, the Australian Law Reform Commission, Elder Abuse -A Notion OILegolResponse, Final Report 131,
May 2017,14.31.

'' The us centre for Diseases Control and Prevention (CDC 201.5) specifically includes intentional acts or failure
to act and specifies that an older person be aged 60 or older,

3L ALRC Report 131Elder Abuse-A National Legal Response It. 61
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OPRS submits that the WHO definition is adequate for the purpose of older people at-risk of or
experiencing elder abuse within a relationship of trust. However, there is still national disagreement
on who are the abused, and the abusers we wish captioned by the definition.

.
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Identify the prevalence of elder abuse
The Commonwealth House of Representatives, Older People grid the Low report' (Older People and
the Law, 2007) stated that many people ... ore living vit04 funlling lives, ore active within their local communities ond ore ingking
signfficont contributions to AUStrolion society.
Based on available evidence, the WHO estimates that 15.7% of people 60 years and older are
subjected to elder abuse. These prevalence rates are likely to be underestimated, as many cases of
elder abuse are riot reported. 34

From health and social care perspectives, unless both primary health care and social service sectors
are well equipped to prevent, identify and deal with the problem, of elder abuse it will continue to
be highly prevalent, undeadiagnosed and overlooked. "

Presently, there is no national prevalence study, and we remain in the dark about the true number
of older people at risk of or experiencing elder abuse in Australia. Various studies estimate that
between 0.5% and 20 % of older Australians have experienced some form of elder abuse, and other
studies predict that the incidence of elder abuse is only set to increase,

Some OPRS statistics

'' House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Parliament of Australia,
Older People ond the Low (2007).

33 Ibid, page 2.

34 http://WWW. who. intrageing/projects/elder_abuse/en/
35 http://WWW. who. intrageing/projects/elder_abuse/en/
'' For a national survey of the prevalence of legal problems, see C. , Coumarelos, D, , Macourt, J, , People, I'M. ,
MCDonald. Z. , Wei, R. , Iriana, and S. , Rainsey, Legal AUStrolio Wide Survey ILaw and Justice Foundation of
NSW) (August 2002)

'' R. , Kaspiew, R. , Carson, and H. , Rhoades, Elder Abuse: Understanding Issues, Frameworks and Responses,
Australian Institute of Family studies, Research Report N0 35,2016, page 6, where it shows that measures the
researches used for neglect indicate a prevalence rate of about 20% for women aged 70 years and above.

'' Boldy, D. , at a1, (2002) Elder Abusein Western AUStrolion: Report of a survey conducted for the Deportment
for Community Development - Seniors Interest, Freemasons Centre for Research into Aged Care Services,
Cumn University of Technology, Division of Health Science; Australian Research Council, Linkage programs
scheme. The ARC is a Commonwealth entity advising the Australian Government on research matters;
Darzins, P. , Lowndes, G. , and Wainer, I. (2009) Financial Abuse of Elders: A review of the evidence, Protecting
Elders' Assets Study, Monash University. World Health Organisation (2005) Ch5: Abuse of the Elderly in: Krug,
E. , Dahlberg, L. , Mercy, J. , Zwi, A. and Lozano, R, (eds. ) World Report on V, dence grid He@1th, Geneva,

'' Australian Institute of Family Studies, Elder Abuse: Understanding Issues, Frameworks ond Responses, R. ,
Kaspiew, R. , Carson, and H. , Rhoades, Research Report N035,201.6, page I.
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In 2011, Prof. Mike Clare at al, undertook a comprehensive examination of the extent of elder abuse
in Western Australia. However, for a number of reasons, including the various adaptions of the WHO
definition used in Western Australia, the researchers could not provide reliable statistics. As a result,
OPRS submission is based on the experiences of our clients, client case studies, and OPRS empirical
data.

In addition to being capable but vulnerable, OPRS clients are mainly women aged from 60 Years and
over, who reside in the community. For a large number of our female clients, their risk of abuse arises
because of the trust placed on family member or friends during a time of grief, or poor health. OPRS
notes that many disputes arise during a medical crisis, as in the case study below.

Jan, elder abuse in a hospital setting - Case Study 2.

.

Jan aged 80 years old was told that she had terminal cancer.
ian had singlehanded Iy raised her two grandchildren since they were aged three and one' Now her
granddaughter was about to marry, and Jan offered a SIzable sum of money as a wedding gift so that her
granddaughter could buy a house. Jan agreed to sell her house to raise the funds and wanted the sale proceeds
split equally between her granddaughter and grandson.
ian's granddaughter took Jan, and her future mother-in-law (a real estate agentj, to choose wedding outfits.
At the bridal shop, the prospective mother-in-law offered to sell Jan's house.
Jan signed some papers at that her granddaughter's home without questioning what it wasthat she was signing.
ian merely presumed the paperwork had to do with the sale of her house. Amongst the paperwork was a land
transfer document.

ian had transferred her house to her granddaughter, and at settlement, the granddaughter pocketed the
proceeds.

OPRS also sees a significant number of female clients who are at-risk of or experiencing elder abuse
because they are in a relationship of family and domestic violence, as in the case study below.

Sylvia, family violence or elder abuse? - Case Study 3.
Sylvia Inow deceasedI was one of the OPRS first clients' She had been a victim of domestic violence as a child and
throughout her married life. Her husband was an alcoholic and alcohol and drugs adversely affected her four
children.

When we met with Sylvia, she was a very frail70-Year-old woman who had given up on life. She carried an oxygen
supply wherever she went, she suffered a brain aneurism, and her diabetes could not be stabilised. She wasin an
abusive relationship with the only child not estranged from her.

40 M. , clare, B. , Black-Blundell, I, , Clare, Exominotion of the Extent of Elder Abuse in Western AUStroli@: A
quo"totive ond quontitotive investigation of the existing agency policy, service responses grid recorded doto,
The university of Western Australia Crime Research Centre, (Joint initiative with Advocare Inc. ) April201. ,.,
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After Sylvia's husband died, she down sized to a small unit in a retirement complex. For the first time in her life,
she felt some tranquillity, but it was short lived. Unannounced and unexpected, her son Dave appeared at her
front door and without saying a word he sat on her couch and fell asleep. Dave had come straight from a Family
Court hearing where, as he said, he "... lost the lot".
The real motive for visiting Sylvia was to force her to sell her unit and to give him the money to use as a deposit
on a house for himself, Dave did riot respect that Sylvia wanted to remain in her home and that it was riot in her
interest to sell it. Sylvia feared that if she didn't do what Dave wanted, he would physically harm her, as Dave
threatened her with burning down the house if she "... called the cops" on him. To show that he meant what he
said, Dave set fire to his bag in her lounge room.

Sylvia sold her unit for $79,000.00. With the money, Dave purchased a three-bedroom house away from Sylvia's
friends and familiar surroundings. Sylvia's name was included on the certificate of title, and her name added to
the mortgage that Dave took out.
Sylvia's GP referred her to the OPRS. The GP who was aware of Sylvia's disadvantaged position, expressed grave
concern about her emotional health, which raised the risk of the aneurism bursting

.

Our social worker managed Sylvia's case as a family violence matter, by making immediate provision for Sylvia's
physical safety and implementing a multi-disciplinary team to work collaborativeIy. However, the social worker
discovered that women's refuges in Perth do riot provide suitable accommodation to older women, and Sylvia
was ineligible for public housing because of her legal interest in a house. In addition, Sylvia's complex health
issues required close monitoring, and the social worker broke new ground by working directly with the relevant
medical staff to achieve the best outcome for our client.

In the end, Sylvia had no other option but to accept a permanent placement in age care. She was also unwilling
to take police or legal action against Dave because she was too scared of him.
Sylvia died some nine months after entering residential care.
Sylvia's case brought to light the value of a wrap-around multi-disciplinary service required by clients in complex
elder abuse matters. The OPRS offer this specialised service to all of our clients'

OPRS couple or husband and wife clients are generally from a younger age group and their significant
risk to elder abuse arises because of the trust placed in the other party for security of tenure and
future in-house care.

.
John and Dot, a family accommodation agreement gone wrong - Case Study 4.
John aged 68 and his wife Dot aged 70, were persuaded to come and live their retirement Years in the warm
climate of Western Australia, John and Dot's only child, Colin, lives in Perth with his wife lessica and two boys'
On a holiday trip to England lessica, told John and Dot that she wanted them to have a closer relationship with
their grandsons, and that it couldn't happenif they continued to live in England. lessica also promised that ifiohn
and Dot moved to Perth she and Colin could look after them.

All parties allagreed that Colin andJessica should purchase a large property with sufficient land to build a separate
granny flat, and in reliance on this agreement, John retired from his job as a building inspector and sold up
everything to come to live in the 'sunny country'.
John transferred the equivalent of $300,000, to Colin and Jessica's bank account to pay for the construction of
the granny flat. In the meantime, Colin and lessica purchase a large property in Parkerville. They make the
necessary applicationsfor the construction of a separate dwelling on the land and commenced major renovations
to the existing dwelling.
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On arrMng In Perth, John and Dot moved in with Colin and lessica at Parkerville, and John immediately
commenced working on main dwelling before starting groundworks for the granny flat. Dot happily agreed to
look after her grandson so that lessica could return to fulltime employment. However, Dot found living at
Parkerville difficult, and living at a building site made it even worse for her.
After 11 months of living in Perth, Dot was diagnosed with breast cancer. John was torn between wanting to be
with Dot during her hospitalisation and treatment and finishing the building projects, In addition, Dot was no
longer able to look after the boys, but lessica didn't want to give up her fulltime work because the couple had
entered into a he fry mortgage commitment.

Notlong after Dotwas discharged from hospital, John and Dotdecided that it would be more convenient for them
to rent somewhere in the city. Jessica took this to mean that John wouldn't complete the building projects and
hired a private contractorto do the work, She asked, ohn to return the granny flat keys and, ohn refused. Their
relationship began to unravel.
When John and Dot return to theirgranny flat in Parkerville, lessica threatened them with trespass and called the
police, John and Dot were hurt and overwhelmed by this experience, and felt that they had nowhere to turn. A
friend referred them to OPRS.

We assisted John and Dot to recover their personal belongs from the granny flat. We also advised them about
their rights under the family reunion visa and their financial interest in the Parkerville property. Although, John
and Dot were reluctant to use any legal avenue to resolve what they saw was a family issue, they eventually
lodged a caveat overthe Parkerville property, which proved to be a useful trigger for a negotiated settlement.

.

John and Dot agreed to settle for a lower sum to that which they invested in Parkerville, but they viewed the
outstanding amount as a gift to Colin and lessica in theirlifetime. They also agreed to seek specific advice on the
making of a will naming their two grandsons as the beneficiaries of their estate.
John and Dot chose to remain living in Perth and are now in private rental.

As to the perpetrators of elder abuse, OPRS has found that daughters make up the largest group. Our
figures appear to go against the trend that males outnumber female perpetrators. However, our
figures also show that male perpetrators number closely behind their female counterpart and often,
they are middle age sons returning to live at home, as in Sylvia's case.

o
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Identify the forms of elder abuse
Various forms of elder abuse expand the WHO definition, and the ALRC, May 2017 report outlines five
(5) forms, giving examples of each. OPRS note that the report does not identify the reasons for
choosing these forms while excluding others, Nevertheless, they somewhat mirror the family violence
examples given in s. 5A (2) of the WA Restraining Orders Act.

The interpretation of the various forms of abuse are dependent on SOCietal norms. The understanding
of when an interaction becomes abuse requires an increase in knowledge and understanding in
society, which may be achieved through education.

.

The following WHO elder abuse forms are listed in descending order of occurrence for OPRS clients,

I. . Psychological and/or emotional elder abuse (and OPRS includes, isolation)
In all cases of elder abuse reported to OPRS, the client displays high levels of stress and even trauma,
through feelings of powerlessness, disbelief, rejection, loss, fear, shame, and anger. Emotional or
psychological abuse is never present as the primary cause of elder abuse, but because of some other
form, such as financial or physical abuse.

2. Financial elder abuse

According to the WHO definition of financial elder abuse, it is -

Thenlegolorimproperexploitotibn or use offunds orotherresources of the older person

.

Given its wide coverage, the WHO definition of financial elder abuse can encompass conduct from
intended theft to inadvertent poor management and from exploitation by strangers to consumer

frauds. However, when read together with the elder abuse definition, it is constrained by "... ony
relot^^ns where there is on expectation of trust. .." Nevertheless, in OPRS experience most financial
elder abuse occurs within family relationships, where the older person has placed trust in the other

'' Australian Law Reform commission, Elder Abuse -A NotionOILegolResponse, Final Report 1.31, May 201.7,
page 1.9.

'' Restraining Orders Act 1997 5.5A(2) Exomples of behoviour that may constitute family violence fincluding but
not limited to) the following 1.1 An @330uft@, am, e chelonJA. momb"... IPhy, kal abu"I
Ib) Asexual@350uft@rothersex""by. @busts bonaufo",
I""u. I. bu"I
tel Stow"g orcyb. ,,,, al*"I, tb, /,"^, momber
161 non, at" doreg, Gory, cma, to acornsr the fomfo. member INvc, to10.1c. loremotlo"I. bu"I
tel Oninagin, ordest, @, ing properly@f chefamily member
10 Causing death arm/", y to on animal that ts chop, @p. Fry Ditheramity incmb, ,
1.1 unreasonably deriving ahcfomlfy momb. ,, borne"colaut@,, only, hot, bornember mmki@theirtselm" had

IN Unre, ,@"ebb. withbobi, ,,,"melol, "pp@it needed to meet there's@". bkIM"g expe"," grebefom^. meritsr
ill Pro, Cn, 11/9 the foully memberfom making or keeping connections wi, h ,h, member's fomJlyf. lends orc"fur,

mrsnci. I .bu"I
mmnci. I abu, ,I
I'Sycholo. ". lab. ". erred. I. b""l
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person. In practice, such relationships makes it difficult to arrive at what is ".,. improper exploitotion
or use, .." particularly when viewed from a cultural context where subjective or moral question are
involved.

OPRS contends that a comprehensive definition of financial elder abuse is required, and a starting
point is to examine other jurisdictions such as the USA, Maine Bureau of Financial Institutions. The
Maine definition of financial elder abuse uses the concepts of undue influence and unconscionable
conduct.

OPRS empirical evidence, and that of other community legal centres special ising in elder abuse
throughout Australia, indicates that financial elder abuse is the form of abuse most often reported.
In addition, financial and emotional abuse co-exist, unless the older person has significant cognitive
impairment, and this gives rise to the concept that psychological abuse may be a process of 'grooming'

.

the victim for financial gain.

Most of OPRS cases have a significant financial elder abuse component. However, OPRS notes that
few older people report any forms of elder abuse and it is mostly other interested members of the
older person's family, close friends, or professionals, who make the reports on their behalf,

The Queensland Elder Alder Prevention Uni in their 2013-2014 financial Year estimated that the cost
of financial elder abuse to Queenslanders was about $56.7 million. OPRS has no estimates for Western

Australia, but predicts a similarly staggering amount.

Again, a significant majority of OPRS clients who have experienced financial elder abuse are women.
Among our male clients, the predominant form of abuse is still financial and emotional, but the
perpetrators are often younger women, spouses or partners.

'' USA government body, which supervises stated chartered financial institutions.
00 0PRS is a member of the National Older Persons Legal Service, which is the network of Community Legal
Centres working in the area of elder abuse.
'' Elder Abuse Prevention Unit, Uniting Care Community, Queensland (2010), cited in R. , Kaspiew, R. , Carson,
H. , Rhoades, Elder Abuse: Understanding issues, frameworks and responses, Australian Institute of Family
Studies, report N0 35, (2016).
'' Elder Abuse Prevention Unit, UnitingCare Community, Elder Abuse in Queensland: a Paper for the Domestic
and Family Violence Taskforce, (January 20:51 Queensland, page 5,
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Mr. Mac and a young perpetrator - Case Study 5.
Mr. Mac is 87 Years old. He lived alone in his own house until recently, when admitted to hospital with smoke
inhalation after his house burnt down. An electric heater left on overnight, caused the serious fine.
Mr. Mac had a community home-care worker visit him at home three times per week for a period of about two
Years, and he had developed a strong reliance on her.
When he entered into hospital, she visited him, purchased new pyjamas for him, and helped him with his shaving.
She also talked to him about the lack of privacy and independence he would experience if her went to live with
his son or daughter, and suggested that they rent a house to suit both of them.
As Mr. Mac was going to receive a substantial insurance payout for his house, and he suggested that he buy a
house to accommodate both of them. That way, he would have a live-in carer.
After, twelve months in the rental, Mr. Mac purchased a house and added the carer's name to the title.
Mr. Mac's son found out and wanted help for his father.

.

OPRS clients also fall victim to consumer and welfare frauds as the following cases study show.

jack and Bill, Centrelink fraud matter- Case Study 6.
jack is a very fit Aussie bloke in his 70s. He is always readyfor a beer, ajoke, and a smile, and he never misses an
opportunity to charm the women.

Jack had little schooling and openly admits to hating the three 'Rs', However, his skilled hands made up for any
lack of schooling, and he worked as a motor mechanic up north until his 75th birthday.
By the time Jack retired, he had a nice property in Mt He Iena, two 4 wheel drive vehicles, $600,000 in a term
deposit and just over $200,000 in his passbook account.
Bill, a much younger inari, wasJack's long-time friend and workmate and he shared similar Iarrikin characteristics.
Despite Bill not sharing Jacks love for hard work, and at times living off Jack's generosity, he was always ready to
help Jack, particularly with any paperwork.
Jack planned to work until he dropped, but he eventually gave in to Bill's banter about retiring and both of them
enjoying life.
Bill told Jack that he knew how to get him the full pension even though he had about $800,000 in cash. Before
Jack signed his pension papers, he and Bill went to the bank to close his term deposit account and withdrew all
the money in cash. Billalso toldiackto keep his passbookaccount under $190,000 andJack trusted that Billknew
the Centrelink rules. They carried the cash home in a paper shopping bag and placed the notes in new safe at Bill's
house

At his HeIena Vale property, Jack signed some paperwork that Bill had prepared for him and Bill took the
paperwork to Centrelink.
Over the next two Years, Jack and Bill lived it up. They spent much of their time in Thailand and Ball, However,
the good times came to an end when jack discovered that Bill had used most of the remaining money in the safe
to open a number of bank accounts in his own name.
jack feels cheated by a mate he trusted and doesn't want Billto get awaywith it. Therefore, he gave a statement
to the police. However, the police told jack that he "... might go down for Centrelink fraud" and advised him to
get himself a lawyer. This frightened jack and he felt that Bill had gone too far. jack felt that Bill had doublecrossed him.

A lawyer not experienced in elder abuse referred Jack to OPRS,
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OPRS analysed a large quantity of bank statements and Centrelink documents relating to his matter, and advised
Jack that there was a very real risk of criminal prosecution for defrauding Centrelink. With this in mind, OPRS
collaborated with the Welfare Rights and Advocacy Service, who advised Jack of his options.
Given that any action Jack takes against Bill, would expose his Centrelink issue, OPRS sought a Barnster's opinion
on the matter. To gather jacks documents and complete the matter to this stage required about a year's work.
However, once the matter was briefed out, OPRS had no further contact with jack.

Sibling rivalry, a financial elder abuse issue
OPRS has rioted that sibling rivalry, including stepsiblings, can give rise to financial elder abuse.
Although, initially the rivalry may appear unrelated to matters with the older person, often the
underlying reason for the overt display of affection and support is 'grooming behaviour' to gain
financial favour over other siblings, as shown by the following case study.

.
Oarco, sibling rivalry - Case Study 7.
Daito is an immigrant from Croatia. He came to Australia to work on the Snowy River Scheme. After
Darco's wife died in 2000, he moved to Perth to be close to his three daughters. He is a self-funded retiree
and lives in his own house in Subiaco. Darco's daughters are all financially well established and his
grandchildren are well settled in professional careers, except for his Youngest grandson, James.
Oarco's youngest daughter, Franca, who is James mother, told her father that she admired and respected
his strong work ethics and she wanted James to emulate him. Franca suggested that, ames should move
in with Dareo to help, ames to remain focused on his university studies. In return, James could help around
the house and keep his grandfather company.
Soon after James moved in with Darco, Franca arranged for him to visit a geriatrician and a COPY of the
geriatrician's report was attached to Darco's EPA and EPG. These documents granted plenary financial and
guardianship powers to Franca.
Darco suffered a serious fall, and his medical team advised his daughters to consider age care for him.
Darco's daughters agreed to find suitable residential care for him. The hospitalsocialworkeralso suggested
that Darco's daughtersconsider making a Tribunal application to safeguard his financial and general welfare
because he was showing considerable short-term memory loss. Franca revealed Darco's EPA, EPG, and the
medical report, which had been completed some two Years earlier.
About six months after Darco entered into residential care, he was referred to the OPRS by one of his other
grandchildren who had discovered that Darco's house was in laines' sole name and that the transfer of land
document had 'for love and affection' as consideration given,
When OPRS took Oarco's instructions he appeared legally capable of understanding the effect of the
transfer document, but did not recall whether he had authorised it. Moreover, he had no recollection of
signing an EPA or EPG document, and he wanted his house back.
In preparation for a Tribunal application, OPRS sought Oarco's medical, geriatric and psychogeriatric
reports. However, they were inconclusive and by the time a second psychogeriatric report was completed,
Darco's physical and mental health had significantly declined.
At the tribunal hearing, Franca did riot deny that she had completed the transfer of land document and
lodged it, but claimed that she had acted under Darco'sinstructions at a time when he wasfully capable of

'' Elder Abuse Prevention Unit, UnitingCare Community, Queensland (201.0), cited in R, , Kaspiew, R. , Carson,
H. , Rhoades, Elder Abuse: Understonding issues, fromeworks ond responses, Australian Institute of Family
Studies, Report un 35, (2006).
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making such decisions for himself. She outlined Oarco's reasons for 81th rig the house to James. Firstly, it
was to encourage laines to finish his university studies, which James had done. Secondly, lames was the
only grandchild who did not own a house, and Darco did not wantiames disadvantaged, particularly after
having contributed to it and to Oarco's personal care.
The Tribunal member was satisfied that Franca had riot breached her statutory duties under 5,307 of the
Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 (WAjand that Dareo, at the time, had requisite capacity to make
his own decisions. As measure of protection, the Tribunal ordered that Franca provide accounts and
records annually for auditing,

Darco's case riot only brings to light the financial and emotional harm to a vulnerable older person,
but also the inadequacy of Parr 9 of the Guordionship ond Administrotion Act 1990, and that the
Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to hear real property matters. As a result, capable but vulnerable older

people are further disadvantaged.

Whatis the likely impact offinaricial elder abuse to OPRS clients?
Financial elder abuse (including consumer and welfare fraud) has a bigger personal and financial
impact on the older person because they are less able to recover the loss of assets. In turn, they may
become more dependent on other family members, and the State. OPRS has also witnessed that

financial elder abuse can force the older person to make major life decisions at a time when added
emotional distress can have adverse effect on their physical and mental wellbeing, and this may
translate to more frequent GP visits and hospital admissions.

3. Physical elder abuse
OPRS views physical abuse as a physical assault where another person inflicts pain or injury,

o

Presently, the Restroining Orders Act adequately covers physical elder abuse. However, OPRS has
rioted that few clients, as in Sylvia's case, undertake a violence restraining order as their primary
remedy for physical abuse, and will only revert to it as a last resort.

4. Neglect (and OPRS would include, self-neglect)
OPRS has riot experienced many cases of neglect by persons responsible for the care of the older
person. However, OPRS cases of client 'self-neglect', which in turn may conceal neglect by others, as
the following case shows.

Mr V, a case of self-neglect - Case Study 8.
Mr V is a 65 year old gentleman and his dispute concerned the lack of consideration he was receiving from his
SAT appointed guardian.
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Prior to Mr V being appointed a limited guardian, he had worked as an engineer and in this area of knowledge,
he remained very articulate. However, due to inoto neuron disease and multiple other medical issues Mr V
suffered a degree of cognitive impairment, which prevented him from making reasonable judgments about his
personal safety and the safety of those caring for him.
Mr V's SAT appointed guardian made had made a SAT application to permit her to place him into residential age
care. Mr V argued that entering age care would further restrict his already limited freedoms and force him into
a life of boredom and early death. He wanted to remain independent and to continue to make a difference in
the world of engineering. Therefore, Mr V adamantly refused to leave his home.
OPRS was asked to Ibise with Mr Vs appointed guardian and with his numerous medical team. However, MrV's
matter could not be adequately resolved and a SAT hearing date was set.
At the hearing, OPRS argued that although Mr V required high-level care, which could riot be provided in his own
home, he should be afforded due respect and psychological support to enable him to adjust to his medical
conditions. In addition, OPRS argued that the high care facility, which was to receive Mr V, should, as far as
possible, accommodate his personal needs and promote his independent lifestyle.
The SAT orders specified that Mr V enter transitional care awaiting a suitably equipped care facility, to
accommodate his particularlifestyle.

.

5. Sexual elder abuse

OPRS very rarely deals with cases of sexual abuse and we suggest that the reason may lie with the
older person's feeling of embarrassment and shame. Alternatively, the older person may have been
the perpetrator, as the follow case study shows.

Charles, sexual innuendos - Case Study 9.

Charles is now deceased. He was English, his wife was Australian, and their two sons were born in France.
Charles met his wife while in Paris. She was about 20 years Younger than he was. At the time, she was working
for the Australian Embassy and he was exploring a career as an artist,
When Charles wife retired, she choseto return tollvein Western Australian and settled in North Fremantle. Soon

thereafter, she died and Charles' sons returned for their mother's funeral, but according to Charles, they
overstayed their welcome.
Advocare referred Charles to OPRS.

Charles was veryfrail. He had been diagnosed with liver failure, and his sons caused him much stress by refusing
to move out of his home. He told OPRS that his wife was '... the glue that kept the family together' and since her
death, his life had fallen apart. He complained about the disrespect showed to him by his sons and that they
would never have behaviours that way if their mother were still alive.
Since all remedies offered to Charles had no effect on his sons, OPRs advised Charles about the benefits and

shortcomings of a VRO application. Charles agreed that given his circumstances, a VRO was his onlyviable option.
Upon being served with a VRO, Charles eldest son, moved out immediately. However, his youngest son could riot
be found to be service. About 15 days after the eldest was served, he contacted OPRS to say that if Charles
persisted with the VRO, they would both reveal to the court, the child sexual abuses perpetrated on them by their
father

Charles withdrew the VRO application.
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In summary, OPRS submits that unless there is a national definition of elder abuse and data collection

is standardised throughout Australia, we will be unable to understand the extend and effects of it on
vulnerable older persons,
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Identify the risk factors to elder abuse
The ALRC 201.7 report outlines five (5) forms, giving examples of each, noting a lack of data on the
risk factors that place older persons at risk of elder abuse. An article published in The Gerontologist
in 2016, comments that although elder abuse generally falls into one or more of the 5 types, reports
have documented extensive cultural variation in the circumstances and context of elder abuse.

In OPRS experience, five (5) major risk factors significantly contribute to issues of elder abuse. We
outline them below,

I. Cognitive impairment or mental decline, giving rise to all forms of elder abuse.
2. Isolation from family and community, and an absence of adequate support mechanisms.
3. Reliance and dependency on another person, often due to a medical crisis or death of a spouse

o

or partner. Poor physical health and disabilities such as constant pain, or loss of hearing sight
or mobility can also increase the older person's level of dependency
4. Lack of awareness, skill or knowledge, particularly when the deceased spouse or partner was
the predominant decision-maker.

5. History of family conflict or dysfunction, giving rise to low self-esteem, disconnection and
continued family violence.

Ageism can be considered a further risk factor to elder abuse, as it can be a systemic disempowerment
of vulnerable older people at government and non-government levels, (as well as within the legal
system) if policies and protocols foster ideology which treat older people as if they do riot know what
is in their best interest.

What are the finandal elder abuse risks?

In OPRS experience the more vulnerable a client is, the more likely it is that they will experience
financial elder abuse. We have identified the following risk factors to financial elder abuse.

'' Australian Law Reform commission, Elder Abuse -A Notion o1 Legal Response, Final Report 1.31. , May 201.7,
page 19.
49 Ibid.

50 K. , pillemer, D. , Bumes, C, , Rimn, and M, ,Lachs, Elder Abuse: Global Sitution, Riskfoctors, ond Prevention
strategies. The Gerontolgist 201.6, V0156, No, s2, SI94-S205, SI. 95.
'' Kaspiew, R. , Carson, and H. , Rhoades, Elder Abuse: Understunding Issues, Fromeworks ond Responses,
Australian Institute of Family studies, Research Report N0 35,2016, page 35, identify major financial elder
abuse risk factors, summaried as - pressure to transfer assets; guarantee or loan to the benefit of the other
party; and action notin the bestinterest of the senior person,
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I. . Undue influence, bribery, deceit, coercion, or outward threats.

2. Unreasonable or unconscionable behaviours, depriving, denying or withholding a older
person's funds or assets.

3. Misusing powers of attorney and other forms of authority orjoint signatory authority,
4. Promising or undertaking in-house care and accommodation in eXchange for money or
property and not providing the level of service promised.

5. Stealing, or using a older 's funds or other assets as if such property belongs to them.
6. Open opportunity, inheritance impatience, compensation for a perceived unfavourable
childhood, and sibling rivalry.
7. Financial hardship.

It is OPRS experience, that older people who are isolated or who have a degree of cognitive incapacity
are at high risk of elder abuse from family members, strangers, acquaintances, and paid staff

o
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Assess and review the legislative and policy frameworks to elder abuse
In assessing the legal frameworks and legal remedies, which can safeguard at-risk older people from
elder abuse, OPRS answers the question from the perspective of our clients'

As previously stated, OPRS predominantly deals with vulnerable older clients who have experienced
emotional abuse and financial loss at the hands of a family member or friend when there has been in
dispute over a family agreement, power of attorney or banking matter or involving boomerang kids.

Family agreements
Family members enter into many different forms of informal family arrangements where assets are
transferred in eXchange for a promise. The Older people and the Law 2007 report termed these
informal financial transactions as 'family agreements'.

.

The most common reasons for family members entering into family agreements are mutual financial
benefits of the parties, and because the older person wishes to financially advance the other party.

For statistical reasons, OPRS separates our client's family agreement disputes into the following
categories.

Granny flats or assets for care arrangements, that involve the transfer of assets in eXchange
for life accommodation and in-house care.

Co- habitation and co-ownership of land.
Personal interest free loans and conditional gifts.

Guarantees and mortgages, which solely benefit the other party.

Although family agreements usually involve the transfer of large assets such as real property, the
parties seldom seek legal and/or financial advice, because the basis of such family transactions is
'trust'. However, if these informal agreements fail, the financial loss usually falls on the older person,

Mr and Mrs R, a granny flat agreement - Case Study 10
Mr and Mrs R have two children and five grandchildren in Perth Western Australia. The sold up in England and
moved to Australia to live with their son Eric

'' The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Parliament of
Australia, Older People and the Law (2007), Chapter 4, page L35.
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Mr and Mrs R contributed a considerable amount of money towards building the building of a new house and
large granny flaton Eric's land in Mundaring. Bothfamilieslived happily at their hills property until Eric's marriage
failed.

As part of Eric's family law property split, he requested and was given ownership of the Mundaring property, on
the basis that his parents had contributed a considerable amount to the cost of both dwellings on the land in
eXchange for lifetime occupation at the property.
Eric found a new partner and soon thereafter, she went to live with Eric.
Over time, animosity grew between Mr and Mrs R and ERc's new partner, and ERc told his parents that he had
sold the prop. Mr and Mrs R were forced to move out of their granny flat. Eric also said that he couldn't give
them any money because it was all tied up in the purchase of and his partner's new home.
Mr and Mrs R, in their 80s and still unfamiliar with Australia, had to find urgent accommodation for themselves.

Centrelink consequences
In addition to the emotional and financial trauma suffered by the older person, they may be further
disadvantaged with Centralnk consequences, as the following case studies show.

Delphine's tra sfer of property for life accommodation and care - Case Study 11.
Delphine, who is 85 Years old, take s pride in knowing that she can still look after herself and her lovely home.
She has two children, who often visit her. Her daughter An nett is recently divorced and An nette's children live
overseas. Her son Darren never married.

An nette is Delphine's nominated carer at Centrelink, and for some time she has been saying that, it is time for
Delphine to think about residential care.

Delphine is riot adverse to the idea of residential care but feels that the high cost of care will leave little to pass
to her children when she dies. Nevertheless, she has sought information about various care facilities and she
even attended a talk given by OPRS.

Delphine spoke to Darren about her concerns. Darren said that Delphine didn't need to go into care, and
proposed that he rent out his house and move in to look after her full time.
An nette objected strongly to Darten's proposal, and made it known to her mother.
Delphine does riot like conflict of any kind, but she believed she had found the perfect solution when she asked
both of her children to look after herin her own home,

An nett agreed that she and Daren should rent out their own homes and move back in with mum, She also
suggested that Delphine should transfer the family home to her children so they would be responsible for the
overheads and maintenance costs.

Delphine took An nett's advice and transferred the title to Darren and An nette as tenants in common in equal
share. She also notified Centrelink that the house was transferred to her children to look after her for the

remainder or her life in her own home. To satisfy the Centrelink granny flat requirement, An nette wrote a
statement about the family agreement so that Delphine retained her full pension.
Unfortunately, Delphine's children could not live under the same roof, and the parties had no set of guidelines
to resolve this event.

An nette moved out of the family home and soon thereafter, she sold her share to Oarren.
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Now, Delphine cleans up after Darren without An netre's help and daily, she feels stressed and anxious about his
messy behaviour, However, she will riot confront him, but wants things as they were. Delphine would like her
house back.

For Delphine, it was a simple arrangement that she entered into with her children to secure her life
accommodation and care and she cannot understand why the law does not provide her with a simple
solution for the breach of promise by her children.

The Trans;fer of LondAct 1893 principle of indefeasibility means that there is no easy or cheap way
of getting Delphine's house title back for her. Although Delphine may well have a case in equity, and
may protect her interest by lodging a caveat, she does riot want to go to court. Moreover, the
emotional trauma and financial cost of a court action would make it extremely difficult for her to

withstand the rigor of a Supreme Court action. In addition, compensation for her pain and trauma
may not be available to her.

Presently, there is no specific legislation regulating the form and effect of family agreements. In
addition, at common law, familial agreements are presumed legally unenforceable unless shown
otherwise, and the rebuttable but outdated legal presumption of advancement, supports the transfer
of assets by parents to children to be a gift with no obligations on the receiver.

OPRS callfor urgent law reform pertaining to family agreements, as well as to the Human Rights Stream
jurisdiction of the Tribunal to enable adjudicate on family agreement matters.

Powers of attorney and banking matters
OPRS submits that enduring powers of attorney (EPA) and banking matters relating to vulnerable older
people also require urgent legislative reform.

OPRS attributes financial loss by enduring attorneys to both a lack of knowledge of the law in this area
and blatant fraud, whether equitable or criminal,

'' See TronsferofLondActi. 893 IWA) s. 68 Estate of registered proprietor paramount.
5' see Petitt v Petitt [1970] AC 777.
'' See Recommendation 6-,. and 6-2. Australian Law Reform Commission, Elder Abuse -A Notional Legol
Response, Final Report N0 1.31, May 201.7. See also Chapter 4. House of Representatives Standing Committee
on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Parliament of Australia, Older People grid the Low (2007).
'' For examples see, Powers of AttorneyAct 2014 (Vic), and Lasting Powers of Attorney, created under the
Mental Health Act 2005 (Eng). OPRS also notes that protective provisions for at-risk seniors in the Australian
Banker's Association banking code of conduct and the introduction of the Financial Ombudsman Service are
insufficient safeguarding measures,
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OPRS has found much misunderstanding, even amongst lawyers, about the duties of enduring
attorneys who should only play a supportive decision-making role, and those who must act as
substitute decision-makers, The issue is further complicated by educational and promotional literature
which is either silent or inadequately describes the dual legal structure of the instrument when it
comes into force immediately.

It is OPRS view that EPA documentation should riot be freely available, and that lawyers well trained
in this area should do the witnessing of such instruments. Moreover, from our client's experience we
note that apart from awareness raising, there is a minimal skill-set requirement from those accepting
the role of enduring attorney. Amongst other risk management measures, OPRS advocates that the
enduring attorney's acceptance certificate should clearly outline these duties and responsibilities, as

.

well as provide sources of assistance, to ensure that enduring attorneys can properly comply with their
roles.

It is also OPRS view that EPA authority should only commence on the production of a medical
certificate detailing the principal's legal incapacity rather than a Tribunal order, Furthermore, an
effective system of registration and random monitoring are further valuable risk management
measures.

In OPRS experience, an EPA is riot always necessary, nor is it the best future-planning tool for all older
people. However, we strongly advocate that in cases where the principal is affected by infirmity or has
some business involvement, a careful drafted EPA is an advantage. In these instances, OPRS

recommends that the older person receive legal and financial advice from a specialist in this area. The
following case illustrates that an EPA is not always a necessary future planning tool.

Filomena, no need for an EPA - Case Study 12.

F110mena is aged 91 and still lives independently in her own home. Clara is a part-time nurse and is F110mena's
only child.
Clara is Fibmena's next-of-kiri on medical and hospital records, a restricted nominee on Filomena's pensioner
account, and F110mena's correspondence nominee at Centrelink.
Clara hasset up direct debit payments for Filomena's household bill and transports her to appointments, shopping
trips and outings but, otherwise encourages her to keepindependent and active in the community.
Some of F110mena's friends have told her that they have an EPAin case they lose memory and that she too should
have one' F110mena wants an EPA so that she doesn't become a burden on Clara more than she is already.
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Clara told Filomena that she is prepared to apply to the Tribunal for a guardianship and administration order if
the need arises. However, Filomena remained concerned, so Clara made an appointment for her mother to see
the OPRS lawyer.

EPA granted without serious consideration
OPRS has also observed that too often, older people grant authority under an EPA to family members
or close friends because the lawyer drafting their will has suggested it, or because a hospital social
worker suggested it during the older person's hospital admission, as the following case study shows.

Mrs M, EPA and banking matter - Case Study 13.

Mrs M is a frail87-year-old woman now residing in residential age care. She is a pensioner who at the time
lived alone in her rented unit.

After a series of serious falls, Mrs M's medical team advised her to enter residential care. This was something
she adamantly refused to do,

.

In addition to organising Mrs M's home services, the hospital social worker advised Mrs M to consider making
an EPA and EPG. Mrs M had no one in Australia that she could appoint to the role but she saw it as a good
opportunity for her eldest son Trevor to come to Perth to look after her. Trevor and his then partner came to
Australia on a Tourist Visa and lived with Mrs M at her State Housing rental.
Trevor downloaded an EPA form and Mrs M signed it. He immediately took over Mrs M's financial decisions,
and she willingly left the decision-making to him, because he was her enduring attorney and because she
hoped that it would help to keep her living at home.
Trevor took Mrs M to her local bank branch in her wheelchair. During the conversation, the bank officer was
made aware of her medical complications so he chose to deal with Trevor and did riot engage with Mrs M.
Soon after Trevor received Mrs M's additional bankcards, her fortnightly pattern of spending changed. The
most notable difference was a marked increase spending ontoke-away food and petrolcosts. Overtime, other
spending changes emerge, such as the number of times Mrs M's account was overdrawn, and the overseas
spending on the credit card. However, none of this was brought to Mrs M's attention by the bank.
In early August 2015, Mrs M was placed in residential care. At the time, Trevor and his partner were in England
for four weeks.

In September 2015, Mrs M asked her friend to take her to the bank because the care facility had inquired
about her ability to pay the care bill. Her friend was present when Mrs M verbally told a male bank officer to
cancel her EPA "... because my son is ripping me off'. The bank officer assured Mrs M that it would all be
taken care of. At that date, Mrs M estimated that Trevor had wrongfully taken over $5,500 from her pension
account.

In November 2015, Mrs M asked her friend to deliver a letter she had written, "... to the bank officer'. The

letter instructed the bank officer to cancel her EPA because the bank had permitted further withdrawals on
her credit card without her consent. The bank immediately responded by revoking allauthority over her bank
accounts as from this date, but would not relmburse the money wrongful withdrawals before this date.
Mrs M alsoinstructed her friend to askthe police to visit her cothat she could make a police report. The police
responded by saying that it was a civil matter and that she needed to go to see a lawyer.
On the 9 December 2015, a frail, but feisty old lady in a wheelchair and a very loud voice, fronted the bank
with a complaint aboutthe staffsincompetence and the inconvenience she was put to after 40 years as aloyal
customer, and she was fully relmbursed for her efforts.
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Mrs M also fronted up at her local police station and told the officer that, if he had done his job properly, he
would have discovered that she did not give Trevor her credit card, ... the bank did .

OPRS suggests that when older people enter into an EPA during a time of crisis, they not only expose
themselves to risks of financial elder abuse, but may also raise issues of incapacity.

Boomerang kids

Colloquial Iy, the term boomerang generation or boomerang kids is used to refer to adult children or
grandchildren returning to live at home. In such cases, it is riot uncommon for the younger person to
expose the older person to financial elder abuse, as they often believe they have the right to remain
for as long as they want, cost free.

There are many reasons why an adult child or grandchild returns to live at home. However, OPRS
considers the following to be the most common reasons,
. Loss of employment and financial hardship.
. Addiction and mental health issues.

. Separation and divorce.

OPRS has observed that when an older person permits a family member to return to live at home, they

generally do not outline the conditions for the stay, and only confront the issue when they can no
longer cope with the intrusion.

.

Negotiating boundaries for co- habitation, even after the fact, may achieve some success.
Nevertheless, removing an adult from the family home, when they choose not to leave, is not a simple
matter. In OPRS experience, it requires a lengthy legal and community intensive wrap-around
intervention program for both the OPRS client (who may also be at risk of or subjected to physical
abuse), and the other person.

We are all aware that a Violence Restraining Order (VRO) severs family relationships, and on that basis,

OPRS will only use a VRO as the remedy of last resort. However, often a VRO is the only remedy that
will work, as the following case study shows.

Elba, and her boomerang kid - Case Study 1.4.

Elba loves cruising, and when her husband, Edwin, was still alive, they would cruise every 6 months. Mary-10,
their youngest daughter, would move in to housesit.
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After Edwin died, Mary-Jo told Elba that she was staying to look after her. At first, Elba appreciated Ma -10's
company and they did things that they had never done as mother and daughter. Elba even took Mary-10 on a
cruise. However, Elba had had enough of Mary-Jo, and her drinking friends and asked MaryJo to move out.
Mary-Jo bluntly told Elba she was a stupid, useless old woman who wouldn't survive a day without help. At
some level, Elba believed this to be true. Edwin had always done everything for her. In addition, Elba had
suffered a serious fallon her last cruise and now used a walking frame.
Elba had another, more recent fall in the middle of the night. She called out to MaryJo, but Ma -Jo was too
drunk to be of any assistance, and E!ba had to drag herself to the telephone to callan ambulance. The hos it al
social worker referred Elba to OPRS.

Over a period of about sixteen months, OPRS client advocate discovered that Mary-Jo easily intimidated Elba

and that she wanted Mary-Jo to move. The advocate closely monitored Elba's relationship with Mary-10 and
implemented and co-ordinated a safety plan, which involved advising the local DV policing team about the
possible risk of neglect and DV to Elba,

The advocate also supported Elba to feel sufficiently comfortable to consider the possibility of making a VRO
application against Mary-Jo. Furthermore, the advocate assisted Elba with a public housing application for
MaryJo. However, Mary-Jo promptly withdrew the application and informing OPRS that her mother was far
too frail to function without her living at home.

.

An eviction plan was also to be put in place at the time Elba was instructed to give Mary-10 a hand written
eviction notice. The notice was given to Mary-Jo at the time the police made their routine welfare check. The
notice gave Mary-104 days to remove herself from the property, but allowed her to return with removalists to
remove her bulky items.

On the eve of the eviction date, Elba used a mobile telephone, given to her by OPRS, to advise us that Ma -10

had riot moved out. She instructed us to inform the police, and the police removed Mary-Jo under a police

order.

Although Elba did not want to take a VRO against her daughter, it was the on I effective reined .

However, although it stopped all of the emotional, financial and even physical abuse against Elba, the
cost to Elba was in terms of the loss of a relationship with her daughter,

How do OPRS clients respond to the legislative frameworks pertaining to elder abuse?
In safeguarding our capable but vulnerable clients from all aspects of elder abuse, OPRS must be
abreast of the civillaw system. Contractlaw, tortlaw, property law, equity and trusts, predominantl
underpin the civil law system, and our client's matters under these legal frameworks are mostly heard
in the Supreme Court of Western Australia.

The following pieces of legislations, and their corresponding tribunals and courts, also errain to
matters of elder abuse, and OPRS must keep abreast of the relevant section of I. Criminal Code and Restraining Orders Act.
2. Residential and retirement village legislation.

3. Banking, superannuation and consumer legislation.
4. Guardianship and administrations legislation and the State Administrative Tribunal Ie isIation.
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5. Wills and probate legislation.

6. Social Security legislation, and Centrelink and Veteran's Affairs changes,
7. Parent"reunion visa changes

OPRS has found that a small percentage of our clients choose to take no action at all once they are

fully informed of theirlegal rights and interests. Their choice is often based on the desire to maintain
a relationship with the family member IParticularly in relation to continued contact with
grandchildren) and they usually rationalise their 'financial loss' as an early inheritance to the other
party. These clients also view the adversarial nature of the court system as an expensive battleground
with winners and losers, and they have little desire to punish their loved ones, as shown by Dorothy s
case.

A significant number of OPRS clients also feel disempowered by the legal system (and the courts in
particular) because they are unfamiliar with it and it does riot adequately cater for their high-level
needs. As result, their rights and interests go unprotected.

Mr and Mrs Smith, overwhelmed by their legal situation - Case Study 15.58
Mr and Mrs Smith are in their inid-80s, with mobility, sight and hearing problems, complicated medical histories,
and low education.

With their only child, ion, they purchased a house together in late 3,990. ion did not live with his parents so Mr
and Mrs Smith made the regular mortgage repayments.

ion died in a motor accident and his partner, Sally remained in touch with Mr and Mrs Smith. Sally offered to

help Mr and Mrs Smith in various ways, including making the mortgage repayments on their house, Sally s
kindness touched Mr and Mrs Smith. They were living on the pension, with an outstanding mortgage of about
$25,000 on their sole asset.

Sometime later, Mr and Mrs Smith were shocked to discover that Sally had taken out a loan for $200,000 over
their house, and that she was in default of this mortgage.

Mr and Mrs Smith claim that they never went to see the lender and that they never signed any loan documents

for Sally, Their distress came to the attention of their home care coordinator, who contacted OPRS.
OPRS made inquiry of some of the relevant documents and sought the expert assistance of the Consumer Credit
Law Service.

Mr and Mrs Smith initially felt dirempowered and frightened of the possibility of being put out of their home by
the lender. They remain very apprehensive about the slow pace of the legal process, theirlack of robustness to
undergo a court action, and their pass before the matter is resolved.

57 see page 1.0.

'' Consumer Law Credit Service advised Mr and Mrs Smith on their banking matter. This case is an example of
how OPRS collaborates with other expert services to provide a multi-disciplinary service to elder abuse clients'
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A small number of OPRS clients take no action because they are either isolated (including those living
in rural and remote areas) or because they are ill informed by family or friends, These clients remain
unaware of their rights often until it is too late, and as such, their legal needs remain unmet.
Mr A, without a home because of reliance on family - Case Study 16.

Mr A was shocked to receive an eviction notice from the bank due to mortgage default, and turned for help to
his ex-bank manager friend, who told him to start looking for a new place to live.
Mr As daughter and son-in-law arranged for him to live in their holiday home in Mandurah for the remainder of

his life. Mr A paid a small rental on top of his small rental allowance from Centrelink, to her daughter, and the

arrangement had worked well for some time

Subsequently, his daughter died. Mr A claims that she had outlined his life rental arrangement in her will, but his
son-in-law claimed there was no such provision. However, he would honour his deceased wife's promise and Mr
A could remain living in the house for as long as he wanted to.

Recently, his son-in-law remarried, and soon thereafter, Mr A received the eviction notice from the bank.
Advocare referred the matter to OPRS, who advised Mr A to seek urgent assistance from the Public Trustee or

from the Citizens Advice Bureau. Alternatively, MrA could seek private legal service from a willspecialistthrough
an application to the Law Society, and OPRS could assist him with this application.
Through a follow up courtesy callto MrA, he advised OPRS that he had riotfollowed our instructions because his
friend had told him there was nothing he could do about it, and was about to move into alternative
accommodation which he had found for himself.

OPRS submits that current frameworks and laws are riot well designed for, and do not meet the needs

of capable but vulnerable older people affected by elder abuse. The ALRC (May 2017) report
highlights the need for a national plan and for a piece of State/Territory legislation to specifically
protect 'at-risk' older people. OPRS wholly coinmends this move, as we see the alternative to specific
protective legislation on elder abuse is an extensive inquiry into and the amendments of numerous
pieces of State and Commonwealth legislation.

In addition, OPRS believes that, as the income and financial matters of pensions are primarily
regulated by Centrelink (as opposed to the Taxation department) OPRS advocates for

'' House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Parliament of Australia,
Older People grid the Low (2007).

60 As there is no national framework or specific legislation to protect seniors from issues of elder abuse.

'' Australian Law Reform Commission, report Elder Abuse - A notion OILegolResponse, (May 201.7),
Recommendation 3-3 The National Plan to combat elder abuse should identify goals, including:
(a) Promoting the autonomy ond o9ency o101derpeople;
(d) Sofeguording orrisk adult and improving responses; etc.

'2 see also, Recommendation 30. The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional affairs, Older People ond the Low, Canberra

(September 2007). These laws should give adult safeguarding agency the role of investigating and supporting
at-risk adults.
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Centrelink to playthe central rolein the investigating and regulating the financial and property
transactions of pensioners, as OPRS outlined in our ALRC 201.7 submission,

.

63 see annexure 6, Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre, Submission to the ALRClnquiryinto Elder
Abuse, 1.0 February 201.7, on page 8.
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Assess and review service delivery and agency responses to elder abuse

NSCLC adheres to the service delivery principles of 'a person-led approach'. The principles are
person-centred and the person identifies the outcomes themselves. The statement, "no decisibn

obout me without me", encapsulates them.
The older people who are assisted by OPRS usually have complex, multi-faceted issues. OPRS has
identified that time must be allowed to build rapport and trust, for clients to tell their story. There
may be several interactions with a client before options or remedies are offered, or before a client

determines the next step to take. It is difficult to quantify the benefits of being heard, or the
resulting sense of empowerment, In short, "not everything that con be counted counts, ond not
everything thot counts con be counted. '

o
In an effort to successfully resolve family or close relational dispute and provide better access to
justice, OPRS aims to understand elder abuse issues from the perspective of our vulnerable clients,

What do OPRS clients want?

OPRS has carefully examined what our clients want from our service and has found that they
generally want to . "turn back time" because if they had known the potential repercussions, they may have
acted differently.
. maintain family relations, no matter how wayward or dysfunction al their family members
might be.

resolve their adult children's problems, viewing any improvement in their children's lives
to be a direct improvement in their own lives.

rely on their family members, and have their support with managing their personal and
financial affairs when they become unable to do so for themselves.

establish trust and confidence with their community support worker and have their
support worker co-ordinate the services that they and their adult children, need,

'' North West Safeguarding Adults Policy, htt : WWW, sto adultabuse, or .u df north-westsafeguardinR-adults-policy, Pdf.
65

Cameron WB, InformolSociology: A Cosuollntroduction to SOCiologicolThinking
. New York: Random House; 1963: p. 1.3
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have quick and simple solutions loften to very complex issues) with minimum input or self
help from them.
avoid taking court action against their children or other loved one,

Elba's case shows us that our clients want a low cost multi-faceted, wrap-around approach, which

both empowers them and accommodates all of their needs. In response, OPRS has sought
collaborative service delivery from other specialist providers and agencies who can complement

our client focused service delivery model. In addition, OPRS has established a practice where the
lawyer and nurse advocate are highly attuned to issues confronted by our cohort of clients, and to
the best methods of providing services to them.

OPRS will accommodate our clients with face-to-face meetings in a private, relaxed and nori-rushed
environment, whether at the client's home or office appointment. We have also established an
outreach clinic situated at SCALES at Rocking ham. Moreover, initial and follow up telephone advice
is available if OPRS or the client is unable to meet face to face. OPRS also provides nori-face to face

assistance through peer advice with the appointed solicitor at the client's nearest regional legal
centre.

Existing CLC services represent national best practice in the provision of legal and non-legal service
to disadvantage Australian. However, OPRS continuously refines our provision of services to better
identify the gaps and barriers to accessing justice, and to respond to the wants of our capable but
vulnerable clients,

o
The SOCio-ecological model for individual behaviour is described in Change the Story: A shored
fromeworkfor the primory prevention of violence ogoinst women ond their children in AUStr0!10, It
is useful for understanding individual behaviour in a social context, and it illustrates the dynamic
'' see also, Law Council of Australia, The, ustice, Project, Older Persons, Consultation Paper August 201.7,
page 21 and 22.

'' As stated by the LAW Council of Australia, in The Justice Proj'ect, Older Persons Consultotion Poper,
August 201.7, the co- location of legal services ".., endbles non-legal professionals to be better uti"sed OS
legol problem notffiers, und lawyers con target grid OSsist older people who most likely would otherwise not
hove occess to legal informotion and advice".

'' The Older People and the Law Report, 2007, made 48 recommendations to improve access to justice but
to date, few have been implemented by governments.

'' As recommended by the Australian Law Reform Commission Report Elder Abuse -A NotionOILegol
Response, May 2017.
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interrelations between relevant factors located at the individual, organisational, community,
systemic and social levels.
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This model guides NSCLC practices in relation to the provision of services, education, referral
pathways, and it assists in identifying, developing and maintaining partnerships. It is OPRS aim to
participate in, engage with and promote the collaborative co- design of services, delivered to older
people.

"SCLC collaborative processes

NSCLC is represented in many networks, stakeholder groups and committees, regularly
attending and participating in forums, workshops and meetings. This enables OPRS to remain

'' our waTCH, Australia's National Research Organisation for Women's Safety IANROWS) and Vic Health
201.5 Chonge the Story: A shored fromeworkfor the primory prevention of violence against women and their
children in Australia, P21.
it See Annexure 8,
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informed of changes in current policies and practices, engaged in the development of relevant
services and, provide feedback on services delivered.

Referral pathways are essential in the provision of services. OPRS continues to develop and foster
partnerships with other service providers. The chart below represents the referrals to OPRS as

from January to October in 2017, where legal advice was provided. The numerous referral sources
indicate that there is community awareness of OPRS specialisation,

Referrals

.

,,!a

Advocare
CLC's
Education sessions

Family and Friends
Internet

Seniors Groups
Government Agencies

HOPItal
. Calendar

Expo

In response for submissions by the Select Committee into Elder Abuse NSCLC, organised and
facilitated a workshop of key stakeholders. The attendees are involved in identifying and
responding to elder abuse. The objective of the workshop was to provide an opportunity for the
stakeholders to collaborate and identify areas of agreement. At the completion of this process, the
stakeholders were able to focus their individual submissions in areas they identify, utilising their
expertise and experience.
The attendees represented were OPRS, Advocare Inc. , Cumn University - School of Social Work,

Curtin University - School of Law, Council of the Aging, and the University of Western Australia -
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School of Social Sciences. At the conclusion, NSCLC compiled and distributed the outcomes from
the workshop.

OPRS request our clients to complete a survey following their engagement with NSCLC, and we
review their responses and adjust our service based on the feedback.

Over the past decade, OPRS services have expanded from reactive to include proactive responses.
We have extended our services to provided education and other resources to increase awareness
of elder abuse issues. Our education sessions are provided to community organisations,
professional networks, and at conferences. NSCLC has a YouTube channel where vignettes are
available for older people to view and inform themselves of their rights and services available.

Services delivered by NSCLC fall within three levels of prevention, as illustrated below.

Tertiary prevention or response
Tertiary

Supports survivors and holds perpetrators to accounl
land aims 10 prevent therec"rence of v Dience)

Secondary prevention or early intervention
Secondary

Alms to 'change the 1181eclory' for individuals at higher-than
areage risk o1 perpetrating or experiencing violence

Primary prevention

Primary

Whole-of-populaiioninitiatives that address the

primary ('first' or underlyingI drivers of violence

Sin"co 01ru6 .he lyY SI"",^. ly, b corerV won^, 01, *," 00.9, co~ a" "~ d"" ,

on V. *1.31 MRorVS a. " \^,!e"!Ih do S

Figure 2 The relationship between primary prevention and other work to address violan@o against women

In the past, OPRS has focussed the secondary and tertiary sections, but is now increasing input
into the primary prevention section,

72 see Annexure 9
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OPRS response to elder abuse
OPRS provide a multidisciplinary service model, where a lawyer and an advocate respond to older
clients who have been referred to the service. As described in the ALRC 201.7, there is a tension

between "ofgnity ond outonomy on one hond grid protection grid sofeguording on the other".
OPRS addresses this tension by having a person led approach, risk assessment tools and referral
pathways.

When an older person is referred to NSCLC, an intake risk assessment is conducted by the OPRS
advocate and a clearly defined pathway is followed to ensure that the older person is not re-telling
their story, and having to relive the trauma. The development of partnerships facilitates the ability
of OPRS to refer any client that requires assistance beyond OPRS scope to the most appropriate
service provider. An example of a service older people may be referred to is Women's Resource
and Engagement Network (WREN).

In 201.5, the Commonwealth Government announced $15 million over three years to set up Special
Domestic Violence Units (SDVUS) in twelve locations throughout Australia, together with four
Health Justice Partnerships (Hips). NSCLC was selected in partnership with Legal Aid WA to deliver
both a SDVU and a Hip in the northeast corridor of Perth.

The SDVU/HJ service, WREN, is located in Warineroo and provides intensive front line legal service
through a case management approach, which assists women to access other support services such
as financial counselling, tenancy assistance, trauma counselling, emergency accommodatbn and
employment services,

73 ALRC Report 131 t1.17j
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g) The capacity of the Western Australian Police to identify and respond to
allegations of elder abuse
OPRS has established an effective working relationship with police teams in matters of family
violence in the northern suburbs and, through Southern Community Advocacy, Legal and
Education Service (SCALES), in the southern suburbs.

The Seniors Register was a crime prevention initiative, originally located in Moriey and then
re-located to Mirrabooka. The police approached NSCLC when the program could no longer
be housed at the Mirrabooka community policing premises and the program was re-located
to NSCLC Mirrabooka office. NSCLC embraced the program as a worthwhile initiative for
OPRS.

The older people listed on the register are people who have been recognised by the police as
potentially at risk, and now it is expanded to include OPRS clients' Two OPRS volunteers attend
the Mirrabooka office once a week to make telephone contact with the older people on the
register. Regular contact with vulnerable older people is an effective way of addressing issues
of isolation and as an enabling tool for early detection of potential problems. In addition,
OPRS volunteers connect with the community, are provided with learning opportunities, and
are supported by the OPRS and NSCLC team.

Policing response to elder abuse
OPRS contends that the WA Police are ill equipped to deal with nori-violent issues of elder
abuse, and are often hesitant to investigate matters of financial elder abuse, To assist the
police in this area, OPRS undertakes extensive preliminary investigative work to fully brief the
police on matters of elder abuse, particularly allegations of fraud.

OPRS advocates that the police are key partners in the fight against all aspects of elder abuse,
and calls for urgent changes to the training of officers working in the family violent units and
major fraud.
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As a further safeguarding measure, OPRS also advocates reforms to the WA Criminal Code to

provide mandatory reporting of suspicious transactions of a prescribed amount (and we would
recommend $1.0,000.00 and over, in line with the Commonwealth AUStrac and Centrelink
requirements) to the WA Police.
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h) Identify initiatives to empower older persons to better protect themselves from
risks of elder abuse as they age
The availability and accessibility of services, provides older people with opportunities to become
empowered. It is important to acknowledge that one size does not fit all when it comes to initiatives
to empower older people.

Age Friendly WA? A challenge for government identifies five key pathways to achieving an agefriendly WA, through promoting health and well-being, access to essential services, economic security

and protection of rights, welcoming and well-planned communities, and opportunities to contribute.

These pathways align with the four pillars of the Active Ageing Framework published by the WHO.
That being health, participation, security, and life-long learning, to enable older people to become
empowered and develop resilience.

OPRS embraces the Age Friendly WA ethos, and recognises and acknowledges the life experiences of
older people, and their skills and knowledge, which may be shared within the broader community.

OPRS Initiatives

OPRS focuses on a person-led service delivery where it is the client who guides the journey. This may
well be the first step to empowerment for the client, and their recognition that "... higher levels of

SOCiol support ond greoter embeddedness in o SOCiol network lowers the risk of elder obuse". ''
To increase community awareness of elder abuse, OPRS attends forums, provides information
sessions, publishes information in brochures and, since 2014 produced an information calendar. In
addition, OPRS uses the seniors' telephone register to monitor and inform on issues of elder abuse.

OPRS also promotes the annual World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (WEAAD) event held on 1.5 June.
In 2015, 0PRS co-ordinated a WEAAD event in For rest Chase in the Perth City. Service providers, local

government and private organisations were invited and they operated information stalls, and the

'' Age Friendly wA ?A chollengefor government Legislative Assembly Parliament of Western Australia Report
N0 7 November 2014.

75 Age Friendly wA? A challengeforgovemment Legislative Assembly Parliament of Western Australia Report
N0 7 November 2014.

76 K. , pillemer, D. , Bumes, C. , Rimn, and M. ,Lachs, Elder Abuse: 610bolS, tugtion, Riskfocto, s, und Prevention
Strategies. The Gerontologist 201.6, V0156, No, s2, SI94-5205, S200.
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Western Australian Masters Ballroom Dancing Team provided entertainment throughout the day.
This event was used as an opportunity to disseminate information to a multigenerational audience.

The NSCLC, community education unit has produced a series of videos on elder abuse, Video
production provides the opportunity for older people to participate in a creative process, and to
connect within the community. NSCLC has produced a number of vignettes raising awareness of elder
abuse, which are accessible on NSCLC's website and YouTube channel. In 2017, NSCLC entered the

Life in Pictures competition, which was a creative collaboration between the Department of Local
Government and Communities, Revelation Perth International Film Festival and Screenwest, to
promote positive aging.

OPRS has witnessed that collaborating with other service providers to form partnerships, share
knowledge and develop referral pathways, offers older people opportunities to become empowered.

77 http://nsclegal. org. au/education-information/case-studies-and-videos/
'' htt s: WWW. outube. coin watch?v=8Cci. Oed3Vtc htt s. WWW. outube coin user NorthernsuburbsCLC
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i) Consider new proposals or initiatives which may enhance existing strategies for
safeguarding older persons who may be vulnerable to abuse
The WHO promotes that from a health care and social service perspective, unless both primary health

care and social service sectors are well equipped to identify, prevent, and otherwise deal with the
problem, elder abuse will continue to be highly prevalent, undeadiagnosed, and overlooked.

The Western Australian Coordinated Response Model (CRS) provides a triage model for women and
children in family violence. Whilst some older people will be identified in this process, identifying elder
abuse can be difficult because it is under reported. Expanding the CRS to include an advocate with
expertise in older adult health would provide better inclusivity for older people.

Initially the Health, ustice Partnership model informed family violence workers about attendances at
hospitals of victims of family violence. It provided an opportunity for relevant services to provide
information and assistance to victims. Under this model, the education of hospital staff of the signs
and risks of family violence, is integral to its success.

Expanding the model to encompass education about elder abuse and to include emergency
responders, allied health workers, community providers of services such as hairdressers, and bank
employees and the wider community that has regular contact with older people would assist in the
safeguarding of older persons who are vulnerable to elder abuse.

As reported in the ALRC 201.7,
... there is evidence thot people who suffer elder abuse ore more likely to be dependent on
others ond hove signoficont disobility, poor physicol health, mental disorders such OS
depression, low income or SOCioeconomic stotus, cognitive impoirment, grid social
iso10tion. Other risk IOCto, s include living o10ne with the peruetrotor, ond being o9ed older
thon 74 years'

In addressing the issue of social isolation, OPRS regularly connect with older people via the Seniors
Register, and provide volunteering opportunities, The value of volunteering to the community and
the benefits to the volunteer are often riot fully recognised, Recognising the contributions made by
volunteers by way of a rebate or concession for their participation, time, expertise, and transfer of

79 http://WWW. who. intrageing/projects/elder_abuse/en/
co ALRC Report t3LElder Abuse-A National Legal Response It. 141
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knowledge would increase the pool of volunteers. The volunteer-benefits calculator calculates that
the annual contribution by a person aged 65-74 volunteering for five hours per week is $10,660 per
year.

NSCLC highly values volunteering, and endeavours to develop appropriated volunteering projects to
benefit both 'givers' and 'receivers'. The Older People's Peer Education Scheme lopPES), is one such
project. It is a two-year pilot project funded by the WA Department of the Attorney General Criminal
Property Confiscation Grant Program and Lotterywest. It focusses on five local government areas,
Joondalup, Stirling and Warineroo in the north and Kwinana and Rocking ham in the south.
The objectives of OPPES is to increase the awareness of older people about the risks of elder abuse
and provide them with information and strategies to prevent or reduce the incidence of abuse
happening to them. By increasing awareness, older people will be able to improve their overall sense
of wellbeing, and increase their ability to exercise independence in their home and community for as
long as possible.

In this program the "peel is an older person who, when provided with the skills and tools to identify
the risk of elder abuse, willeducate other older people (their peers) within their communities.

This project whilst increasing awareness of elder abuse has additional benefits to participants, which
enable lifelong learning, upskilling in digital technology, and the opportunity to remain connected in
the community.

.

A follow on from the OPPES program is the evolution of the Purple Road Project. An initiative of
OPRS in 201.5, people were asked to make purple flowers that would be publically displayed to raise
awareness of elder abuse, Since its inception, the purple road has gotten traction, with the peers
educators using the opportunity to have incidental conversation whilst completing craft projects.
The Purple Road, now many metres long, has been displayed in libraries around Perth and continues
to be displayed to the public. These displays introduced the issue of elder abuse to the wider
community and used as a way to disseminate information to a multigenerational audience.

'' https://volunteeringwa. org. au/resources/volunteer-benefits-calculator/
82 see annexure 7.
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As reported in the ALRC 2017

Risk factors for people who commit elder abuse include depression, substonce obuse on dimoncio!.
emotiono1 ond relation o1 dependence

OPRS contends that to combat elder abuse, investment needs to be made in programs addressing it,
and programs offering support to those who commit it. The Restroining Orders Act 1997 (WA) has

provision for the court to make orders for the completion of behaviour management programs. OPRS
advocates that a therapeuticjustice model is appropriate in some circumstances.

.

'' ALRC Report L31Elder Abuse-A National Legal Response [I. t5]
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Other relevant matters relating to elder abuse
OPRS includes additional material as follows:
Annexure ,.

Cose Monogement ond Multidispfinory Working
G. Noonan
Annexure 2

Seniors Register
J. Watts and P. Van Der Meulen
Annexure 3
OPPES

.

I. Joukador
Annexure 4

Personol story
G. Daley
Annexure 5

Personolsubmission
C. and K. Saastamoinen
Annexure 6

Submission to the ALRClnquiryinto Elder Abuse, 10 Februory 2017
F. Ottolini
Annexure 7

Purple Rood Project

o

Annexure 8

Networks, Groups grid Committees
An nexu re 9

Workshop Notes
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jj Other relevant matters

. Cose management grid collaborative multidisciplinary working
The Australian Institute of Family Studies report to the Attorney - General's Department, Elder
Abuse - Understand^^g issues, fromeworks ond responses (2015) identifies that there is the lack of
prevalence studies on Elder Abuse in Australia . Data from calls to Australian Elder Abuse helplines is
used, along with findings of limited studies completed internationally, to provide some insight into
the nature of elder abuse calls in Australia and other countries.

In the report the top 3 types of abuse are identified as financial, psychological and neglect, however
the strategies put in place to deal with this disclosure of elder abuse differs between countries.

Multidisciplinary working is an approach used to call on different disciplines such as health, social,
legal and the police to work collaborative Iy in addressing Elder Abuse using proactive and reactive
measures.

,

Adults vulnerable to abuse is a complex area that would benefit from a national framework that
identifies and clarifies the role of different disciplines in working collaborative Iy with clients and
other services. Provision of a strategic approach to risk management of older adults vulnerable to
abuse, could benefit the service user in the short and long term and help organizations to identify
gaps in current service provision that must be addressed.
Disclosure

Individuals disclosing any type of abuse have usually reached a point at which they need to share
their story with someone. Life has become intolerable and they are looking for support in dealing
with their situation. For some this may be a listening ear, for others practical support or a place of
safety.

f ---~

I, _/

At this stage there are potentially many agencies that can become involved. However, the point at
which they become involved depends on the urgency and severity of the problem. Immediate and
urgent emergency services and resources may be required for safety reasons, through to a more
considered approach with long term support provided through health, social, advocacy and legal
services. Alternatively an individual may want to seek information and advice before taking a
particular course of action.
Fragmented service issues for adults

Fragmented services and a lack of defined partnerships, strategies and pathways can make the
experience of disclosing abuse much more difficult for service users, Whilst cases should be dealt
with on an individual basis and confidentiality maintained, this would appear to be detrimental to
the service user if service providers work independently of each other. Issues are often multifaceted
and require the knowledge and skills of a multidisciplinary approach.

,/

',. I
~

Points to consider - sharing off"formation through multidisciplinary working, service provision
grid awareness tr@mingfor a"
Service provision

. Unified collection of data using the same formats
. Duplication of services can be an issue when there is fragmentation. It is hard to fill the gaps
when there is lack of clarity about services provided and their end point. Sharing of
information through agreed pathways could encourage organizations to evaluate their
service provision and any gaps in delivery.
. Timely intervention and assistance could help with some family relationship issues that
deteriorate and become abusive. Guiding families through difficult relationship periods and
seeking advice or assistance early through a structured approach may prevent breakdown in
some relationships and abuse.
Aw@re"ess training for at^

. Organizations are more likely to undertake the same training packages for staff and even
consider adults vulnerable to abuse awareness training as mandatory education, as
prevention is better than cure. Alladu!ts are potentially vulnerable to abuse when placing
their trust in someone who then deceives them, noriust those adults who are bracketed
into funding groups considered elderly, disadvantaged, intellectually or health challenged.

.

However, circumstances such as a decline in health, finances, social and environmental

changes or bereavement can influence decision making ability and can increase the
likelihood of abuse.

. Older people have always been and are still adults, the term elder abuse is used to highl^^ht
the problems experienced by older adults and to expose issues, but what of its prevention?
Prevention starts from day one, notjust on the cusp of retirement or when being rushed
into making a major decision that has the potential for catastrophic consequences.
Widespread awareness training about adults vulnerable to abuse, delivered in the work
place, has the potential to reach a large proportion of the population that is difficult to
access, because of their work commitments.
Multidisciplinary working

. Case management or coordination of cases provides service users with a better experience.
It is easy to become overwhelmed when you are feeling vulnerable and almost in a state of
paralysis about the next steps to take. A physical problem can have a much more obvious
plan in meeting service user needs. A broken leg has visual indicators, it can. be seen to
hinder a person, cause them pain, mobility issues, affect nutrition, finances and reduce
social inclusion and enjoyment. The plan of treatment and support is much easier to identify
with an end point in sight. Not so the adult who is experiencing abuse. Their situation is
much more complex and a coordinated consistent approach is required to achieve a
successful outcome.

. Multidisciplinary working can provide to a service user a more comprehensive service.
Consider the adult who is vulnerable and requires longer term planning, ongoing support
and case -management. Abuse will always be present as long as there are people to be taken
advantage of. However, we can pave the way for making provision of services more
proactive than reactive by providing the resources to empower and encourage
independence and confidence in decision making, which is difficult to achieve when a

(,

,

.

I.

vulnerable person is merely passed through services, without a constant in the form of case
management.

For those familiar with multidisciplinary working and structured pathways, coordination and case
management is preferable but, it does require information sharing, A service user with a case
manager has an identified link person that can help them transition through processes, instead of
being passed around hoping to land on the service that provides them with the support they require.
Having to rete!I your story to a number of different services before landing at the right organization
has the potential to be dehumanizing and distressing for the vulnerable adult. Telling the story is just
the beginning of problems a service user can experience in seeking advice or support for their issue.
Warm referrals can take place but it is still passing a person on rather than case -management which
provides a constant throughout the process. This does not detract from the knowledge, skills and
experience that should be provided by a specialist service provision, rather it facilitates the
identification of appropriate services that can assist during this period, with an identified key person
for professionals and support services to feed back to. The case -manager is assisting the vulnerable
adult to navigate systems and encouraging independence and resilience and self-empowerment.

(1)

Case study - Mrs X

. Mrs X experiences verbal, physical and psychological abuse from her adult son. Immediate
crisis management takes place, interim VRO issued and safety plan is putin place. The VRO is
ignored by the son, and a physical assault takes place requiring hospital admission for Mrs X.
There are frequent comings and goings to court. The adult son still lives locally and the
proximity remains distressing to the older female along with the risk of further VRO
breaches.

. Exhausted emotionally and psychologically Mrs X becomes isolated from neighbours
because they are fearful of her son.
. Mrs X has no health issues and does not require the services of a care provider
. Mrs X is made aware that many services are available and information is now online and the
use of technologyis encouraged. Mrs X has no computer, nor can she afford to purchase one
nor broadband services. She could be shown at a shop front service, but is unlikely to use
this service often enough to remember what she has been shown, she feels stupid and
,.

\~.)

further isolated

. Mrs Xis distressed and functioning less wellthan she would have in the past and she is
constantly inulling over her situation. Medication from the GP is of no use as it desensitizes
her. The side effects are worse than the benefits besides, she is justitiably upset due to
external social circumstances and ongoing financial worries. Medication will not change
these issues. Psychological support has been tried however, raking over the events just
brings it all back to the forefront. It's too fresh and raw to keep revisiting. Mrs X describes
feeling as though she is observing her own life and can't step in to change things, it is as
though there is an invisible barrier stopping her.
. Mrs X's son has taken her money as a "loan". She is concerned that Centrelink will reduce
her pension through gifting or deeming and she can't afford to live on less. She knows that
she can look at selling her house and moving away, but it's all overwhelming, there are too
many decisions and choices and life changes that she had not planned for. Contacting estate
agencies, obtaining quotes, considering offers, engaging workmen for repairs, house
negotiations, legal advice, financial advice, VRO and Courts. Life has become overwhelming

.,
.

ti
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What does Mrs X really want?
..."I'm lonely and isolated and I have so many decisions to make and things to think
about"..,.. "I want to be normal and I need someone to talk things through with, someone to
call who understands whats going on. I need to talk things through with someone who
knows the stages of my journey. I can't keep telling different people, it's pointless".
How can it be provided?
Case management support can be considered as an approach to assisting adults who
experience abuse,

.

Multidisciplinary working with clear pathways can provide professionals and service
providers with a structure to follow and service users with a more supportive collaborative
experience. Raising awareness of abuse amongst vulnerable adults is a proactive approach
that is necessary, but complimentary to it there must be a clear referral system if abuse is to
be disclosed, Service providers need to know who to refer a service user to and be confident
that appropriate information and support will be provided. Making contact will always be at
the discretion of the service user, but case-manager accessibility may help those for whom
longer term support and mentoring is required to feel more confident in reaching out for
help proactiveIy notjust reactive Iy.

o

Gaynor Noonan
Client Advocate - OPRS

(1)

htt s: WWW, en land. nhs. uk w -content u loads 201.7 02 adult- ocket- uide. of
htt s: WWW. scie. or .uk adults safe uardin mediation index. as
htt s: aifs. ov. au ublications elder-abuse I. -introduction
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My Background
I am a former high school teacher with 40 years' experience, internationally and nationally, teaching
from nursery level to tertiary. The major part of my career was devoted to teaching English to boys,
In that time I was Head of Department at 2 major PSA schools with a staff of 30 teachers' In the
latter stages of my career, I also took on a K-,. 2 responsibility for literacy in a large private school.
Now retired, I undertake a range of voluntary work. I run a social group for women over 55 who wish
to meet other women in a safe environment. I participate in voluntary work with a local council
helping at a Day Centre for adults who have an intellectual disability. I now work as a volunteer
raising awareness of the rights of the older adults, an initiative run by the Older Peoples Right
Service within the Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre, and its partners. I undertook training
in the peer education of older adults and manage a community awarenessinitiative known as the
Purple Road project.

.

In these contexts, I meet with a wide range of older adults where there is a lot of discussion about
their experiences of ageing and their increasing concerns about the prevalence of elder abuse.

I. . The terminology around ageing and elder abuse
Terminology around ageing often has quite negative connotations. Such terminology is often
contentious and diminishes the sense of worth of older adults in their eyes and the eyes of those in
the wider society. Whilst many efforts have been made to choose appropriate language such a
"seniors" and "older people', there are many words with very negative connotation e, g .OAP or bld
age pensioner' and 'welfare recipient'. We live in a Youth oriented culture which has strongly ageist
attitudes, and terminology around ageing needs to be more sensitive and inclusive.

o

People are valued in our society because of their worth or what they contribute to the economy e. g.
'income earner' and 'taxpayer' and, once they are no longer seen as having worth through their
work, they are treated as worthless and viewed as a burden or a cost to society. This contributes to
popular stereotypes that focus on weakness, frailty and vulnerability.
The ageist attitude permeates the work forces where older workers are seen as a problem to
corporation who focus on their liabilities rather than acknowledging their contributions.
A close look at media coverage and advertising relating to older adults paints a rather disparaging
view of ageing which contributes to widespread negative stereotypes.
All people age within the work force and continue to age after retirement. Consideration needs to
include the latter stage of working through to death but discussions on ageing have been
compartmentalised. We need to consider ageing along a spectrum rather than a brief stage before
death. The range could be anywhere from 50-90, which is almost half a lifetime and is surely worthy
of some research and analysis. Such stages mightinclude:
. The older worker
. Transition to retirement
. Active retirement

. Health changes and increasing limitations
I
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o Support within and from outside the home
. From home to supported care
. Institutional care
. End of life care

Any discussion of ageing needs to acknowledge that there are stages to ageing and acknowledging
the process might give rise to more continuity of care for older adults. A one-size-fits-all attitude to
the needs of older adults should be avoided, as progress is hampered.
Elder abuse is probably the fastest growing area of shame for Australians. It is hidden away and
people are reluctant to discuss it. Older people are ashamed and frightened to speak up about abuse
they experience. We need to make it acceptable for older people to speak up and be heard. It has
taken many Years of hard work to encourage women to speak up about sexual abuse and domestic
violence, and we still have a long way to go. Sadly, we have not even begun to make in roads into
attitudes about ageing so that older people can speak up.

2. Identify risks and pitfalls

o

a. The pot of gold
If we have a worth-based view of people in our society, older people are often at a very vulnerable
point when they retire. Their homes, superannuation and savings are seen as a pot of gold to be
tapped into by financial institutions, companies, service providers and even family members. They
are often targeted and inundated with advertising and unsolicited calls. Whilst this is not illegal,
many companies are not transparent in revealing the true costs and they present very selective
information, even omitting information, when dealing with older people.
Example:

A 67 woman is about to retire. She has only worked for 25 years, having taken time off to rear a
family and then subsequently was widowed and returned to work. Her superannuation is not
sufficient for her to live on. She applies for the age pension, declaring her superannuation lump sum
and is given a pension. On a visit to a bank to make arrangements about her lump sum, she is
offered an appointment with a financial adviser. She is advised that the bank can set up selfmanaged superannuation with her lump sum. The cost for doing so is exorbitant and she can see no
financial benefit to her. The bank continues to call her and whenever she goes into the bank
inquiries are made about her lump sum. Eventually she changes to another bank to avoid the
unwanted inquires and advice.

The pot-of-gold mentality has given rise to many scams and other abuses aimed at older people.
Scams have become increasingly aggressive and are often of a threatening nature.
Example:

An email purporting to be from the ATO threatens the recipient with jail if 'taxes' are not paid
immediately.

2
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In spite of initiatives like Scam Watch, older people are constantly subjected to such scams, which
are evolving rapidly in their sophistication and prevalence.

b. Lack of transparency in medical costs
Older people may have increasing medical needs but there is riot full transparency in assessing the
costs involved or accessing less expensive alternatives. This affects self-funded superannuates
mostly or pensioners who have private health cover. Many keep on with expensive private health
care so as to not burden Medicare and to avoid long waiting lists.

.

Some clinics and services advertise that they bulkbill but there appears to be a lack of transparency
across the board, particularly when using specialists and diagnostic testing and pathology services.
Many older people report feeling like they are on a medical merry-go-round where they are passed
from one medical professional to another. Many feel there is a high degree of over-testing that can
be very expensive. There is no easy way to ascertain the true costs of specialist services. It is difficult
to 'shop around' other than going back to the GP and being referred to another specialist for
comparison purposes. Information about specialist, diagnostic imaging and pathology charges needs
to be more readily available so older people can make financial decisions, often at a time when they
may be facing difficult medical prognoses. Whilst riot scams, the lack of transparency means that
some older adults are financially disadvantaged as a result of inadequate advice about costs of such
services.

Example:

A 75 Year old inari goes to his GP who identifies he may be at risk of prostate cancer. He is referred
to a specialist urologist for a biopsy. When he sees the urologist he is informed there will be out-ofpocket expenses for an MRI and for a surgical biopsy. He goes ahead because he isn't aware whether
there are cheaper alternatives to the MRI provider recommended or whether there any specialists
who bulk bill for the biopsy procedure. Once diagnosed, he is referred to a surgeon who
recommends surgery and again he is informed of addition out-of-pocket expenses for the surgery
and pathology. He goes ahead because he is not able to work out whether he has any cheaper
alternatives, out-of pocket expenses come to an additional $ 8000

o

c, Lack of digital skills and awareness
Older Australians often do riot have sufficient skills to cope with the increasing digitalised world.
Community courses are available but they can be overwhelming and do not meet the needs of an
older person who may need things repeated more often, until they understand. These older people
cannot take advantage of opportunities and discounts offered because they lack digital skills.
Example:
An older couple have basic phones and are on pre-paid rates. They are aware they can get a cheaper
phone plan from another provider but it requires them to apply online. Their children are too busy
to help them manage this. They are frightened to change their provider because they cannot
manage the online processes required so they stay with the pre-paid, more-expensive plan rather
than moving to a cheaper plan. They receive notice that they need to transfer to the NBN. They go to
their providers shop at a local shopping area. The consultant recommends a plan to them. They do
not understand the terminology and sign up to a more expensive plan that has a larger amount of
3
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data than they currently have. When a family member checked their usage, their original plan would
have been more than adequate. It would appear that they were 'upsold' a plan they do not need.
d. Complexity of information sources
Whilst there are many government websites where information is readily accessible, older
Australians who have limited digital skills cannot access information from these sites. They prefer to
speak to someone and to have it explained to them, but these services are not readily available.
Often older peoplejust give up and say, "What can I do about it?"
When they call Centrelink there are long waiting times for help. When they go to a Centrelink office,
they are either, directed to a computer they cannot use or they sit and wait a long time for face-toface contact. After their long wait time, they are more or less reprimanded for not using the online
access.

The MY Age Care website also presents older people with poor digital skills with difficulties. Many
find the lack of face-to-face contact means that they make poor decisions about their transition from
home ownership to nursing home care.

o

These difficulties are exacerbated for the CALD community. The end result is that older people are
disempowered from participating in managing theirlives and become vulnerable when other parties
start to manage their care and finances.
e. Isolation

Older Australians are at greatest risk when they become socially isolated or dependent on family
members. There is no vetting or monitoring of the arrangements within families. Many family
agreements are informal and verbal, and do not stand up to the law, They are based on trust and on
many occasions, older Australians are taken advantage of because their trust is misplaced. When
these informal family agreements become toxic, it can be a stressful and expensive exercise to use
the legal system to enforce them. Older people can be especially at-risk when an older child moves
back in the home to take care of them. These children are often called 'boomerang kids'. They may

have marriage problems or are unemployed or may have drug and alcohol abuse problems. Their
needs supersede the needs of the older person and elder abuse is often the result.
Example:
An older woman allows alcoholic son to move in to her home in return for care. Her former

daughter-in-law monitors her finances and calls in regularly to check on the older woman. The older
woman withdraws $200 a week for her living expenses. The son goes to the bank with a withdrawal
form, on her behalf. The older woman notices money is missing from her wallet. The son insists she
is becoming demerited. The ex-daughter-in-law checks with the older woman's bank who report that
the son attempted to withdraw $2000 from the woman's account. The bank refused to accept the
withdrawal slip because it was riot dated. The ex-daughter-in-law challenges the son who denies
doing so. The son makes a second attempt to withdraw money and the bank calls the ex-daughter~
in-law who arrives at the bank to confront the son. The battle is ongoing and the older woman is

subjected to poor language by her son. She is too ashamed to begin processes to remove him from
her home.
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Formalising family agreements and making the adult children accountable to an authority may
improve the care and safety of older people.
f. Transitions

The ageing process requires many transitions:
. From work to retirement

. From active retirement to supported care
. From good health to poorer health
. From independent living to support within the home
. From supported home care to institutional care
. From institutional care to end of life care

At each transitional point, there are opportunities to assist with the successful transition or to be

manipulated and even abused. Good transitions involve having support and easy access to
information so that decisions about transition are informed ones and there is available support to do
so.

.
Transitions in retirement housing can be high risk. Retirement housing is another opportunity to
make money from older people and as such, there has been a lot of predatory behaviour by various
groups within the retirement industry. The costs of retirement housing are not transparent. There
are often hidden fees. There are issues with types of titles and inheritance,
One of the biggest concerns amongst older people buying into retirement villages is the lack of

continuity of care. If an older person is not able to live independently then they are forced to look
for alternatives often at a time of crisis or when their health is poor. Many would like to see a
greater variety in graduated care and be able to plan for it ahead of time rather than when things
are a disaster and families have to step in and make decisions.
There is a lack of variety in types of retirement housing and a lack of creativity in providing it, other
than making a profit.
Example:

o

An 82 year old woman buysinto a retirement village. For her 2 bedroom villa with lots of
recreational facilities she has to pay maintenance fees and must give the villa back to the village
owners to be resold when her circumstances change. She lives there with family support but fears
what will happen to her if she becomes frailer. The family pay a fee to a nursing home to secure a
place if she should need it. This keeps her on a waiting list and they regularly offer her a bed but she
declines it, as she does not Yet need it. Fortunately, she dies quite peacefully but on her death, the
village owners take over 12 months to resell the villa and the additional maintenance fees and

selling fees are expensive. There are also additional bills for repairs during that time. The family has
no say in the sale and finds it difficult to get any updates or any information.
There is a lack of transparency and regulation in much of the retirement housing industry. Every
retirement group seems to have different regulations and rules and comparisons are difficult to
make.

One of the greatest concerns of older people is for care to be continuous. Too often older people are
removed from retirement living and end up in nursing homes without their say because there has been
a sudden or rapid decline in their ability to live independently. They are removed from their familiar
5
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environment, their friends and their usual social contacts and end up isolated and often far from their
families.

There is verylittle choice for keeping married couple together when one or both of them need to go
into care. This is devastating for couples who have spent the greater part of their lives together.
Example:

An elderly couple have been living in their family home for many Years, It is now too difficult to
manage and is in need of many repairs. The older woman has been caring for her husband with
dementia. She has a fall and is hospitalised. The husband is placed in hospital too as he is unable to
care for himself. They are both shifted around a number of hospitals whilst the family tries to get
them nursing home care. They stay in this predicament, being shuffled from one hospital to the next

whilst the family renovate the home to get it on the market. This is stressful for everyone. The family
wants to keep the couple together and after much perseverance, they get 2 places in the same
nursing home but the husband and wife are in separate wards,
g. Grand-parenting

o

The nature of grand parenting has changed. The trend towards both parents working and the high
cost of child care has placed grandparents in the role of child-minders. For many grandparents this is
a happy experience. Sadly there is an increasing trend to take advantage of the love and support of
grandparents.

Many grandparents have the job of caring for their grandchildren, dropping them off and picking up.
For some grandparents this becomes a financial burden, as they are not given any financial support
from the parents of the children, whose aim in working is to increase their savings and spending
money. If grandparents raise concern about the physical and financial demands of caring for their
grandchildren, they are often threatened with being deprived of the right to see their grandchildren,
Example:
An older couple care for their grandchild. They have done so since the child was newborn and will do

so till the child begins school, They live 30km away from the grandchild. The parents insist the
grandparents pick up the child and care for it in their home. This is a 60kn roundtrip, which over a
week costs the grandparents a lot more for petrol. During the day, they are expected to provide food

for the child and often they have to buy disposable nappies. This makes in roads into their finances.
When they mentioned the costs the parents threaten to remove the child from their care and
threaten that the grandparents will not be able to see the child at all.

Increasingly a number of grandparents are rearing their grandchildren in a relationship similar to
foster care. When a parentis unable to care for a child/children because of mental illness or
addictions grandparents step up and take care of the grandchildren, If they did not do so the

grandchildren would end up in foster care. The grandparents do not receive the same financial
support as foster carers and bear the cost of rearing the children themselves. This is taking
advantage of the grandparents and it is not fair,
Example:
A 70 year old woman is caring for 2 of the 4 children belonging to her daughter who has mental
health issues. She would like to care for all four but financially cannot do so. Two of the children are

in foster care and the foster parents receive funding to care for those children. The grandmother
6
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does not and is forced to keep working in her own business to fund the 2 grandchildren she cares
for. She has no custody rights over her grandchildren and is often worried the children will be
removed from her care.

3. Review service delivery and agency responses to the needs of older
people
a. Department of Human Services I Centrelink
Centrelink is commonly viewed as unsympathetic, impersonal, judgement and adversarial by many

older people, The cutting of staff has had deleterious effects, as has had the move to digitise
services. Older people find it difficult to use online, phone or in-person services.
Example:

o

At a meeting of 60-80 older people to discuss retirement issues with a number of presenters from
various organisations, one presenter responded to a question by telling the person to ring Centrelink
for clarification. There was an outburst of laughter from the audience. The presenter asked why and
was told that getting a phone response was almost impossible. There was then a lively sharing of

experiences and general dissatisfaction with service from Centrelink. Recent statistics indicate that
wait times for the service are outrageous.
There needs to be a greater range of support staff at Centrelink and there needs to be more
humanity in the delivery of 'Human Services'.
There is a need for more case-based, advisory services for older people by trained staff who are not
driven by a profit motive. Perhaps this does not have to be Centrelink but a separate age care
service

b, Medicare

o

The cost of specialists and complex pathology and imaging is hard to ascertain.
The Medicare rebate is clear and can be accesses through MBBS online. However, patients cannot
easily look for other options to the large out-of-pocket expenses specialists, pathology, and
diagnostic imaging charge.

c. Transitions/ Retirement Housing/ Nursing Homes
There is a lack of transparency and regulation in this area. Every retirement group seems to have
different regulations and rules and comparisons are difficult to make. Perhaps a regulatory body
should be developed to investigate the retirement industry and it may need to include an appeals
process.

There are very few places where an older person can get adequate planned care and

accommodation for the transitions in their ageing. An agency to step older people through the
planning may be of help.
7
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There is very little creativity in the types of housing options available. Perhaps we need to look at
overseas models for some inspiration where the focus is on the well-being of older people not just
o n p rofit.
In the UK some nursing homes have apartments available for family members who live a long way

away so they can visit the nursing home resident and spend time with them. In Scandinavia, Younger
adults can have free accommodation in a nursing home in return for spending time with some of the
residents and helping with their care.

d. Family agreements are often informal and unmonitored
There is a need to formalise and regulate such agreements so that adequate protection is provided
to the older person.

e. Grandparents in the same role as foster carers

o

Grandparents who are in the same role as foster carers need the same support and financial help.

f. Integrated services for older people
A raft of legislation covers the aging process and age care. It can prove complex and costly to
manage at a time when many older people are on reduced incomes but increasing reliance on their
family.
Perhaps we need to be creative and develop legislation that covers the many and varied aspects of
ageing. More importantly, such legislation could give gravitas to the older person in an increasingly

ageist society. Such legislation might create a more positive and respectful attitude to older people
at a very vulnerable stage in their lives
In addition the services for older people are fragmented and complex, making access quite difficult.
Very often, many of theirissues are linked but there is no single service to manage the needs of

older people in an integrated way. A case-based service which integrates the needs of the older
person might produce a better planned and effective journey through the stages of ageing.

g. Identify initiatives to empower older adults to better protect themselves
from elder abuse

It is difficult for a group of people who feel disempowered and disenfranchised to initiate things for
themselves. Older people often feel worthless and unwanted in our current society. This saps them
of the will to take action. Until the culture changes, it is difficult for such older people to take
responsibility for themselves. More inclusion at every level of the discussion about ageing and of the
needs of older person may start to mitigate this attitude.

. An increase in funding for peer education. Older people respond better to information
provided by their peers who are perceived as understanding their needs and feeling.
8
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. Encourage stakeholder groups, which represent older people, to have input into developing
a legislative approach to better care for the needs of older people.

. Older adults need to feel empowered to plan for ageing with specialist case managers who
can educate and guide older people in their decision-making.
. Develops a think-tank/agency that invites input from older people to research and develop
services to support older people.

. Older people when better represented will actively participate in their own care rather than
handing it over to others to manage,

Older People's Rights Service - Peer Educator and manager of the Purple Road Project
Iudy Joukador
27 Blackbird Ave

Gwelup WA 60.8
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Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Submission on Elder Abuse in
WA
Introduction

The Older People's Ri^ht Service ("OPRS") is o speciolised legol unit run by the Northern
Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc ("NSCLC") in Western Australia. The NSCLC is one of over
30 community legal centres in WA providing free legal service to disadvantaged clients, but

OPRS is the only specialised service for seniors at risk of or experiencing elder abuse in WA.
The unit commenced service on 15 June 2007 and was staffed by a solicitor and a social

worker. Although our work load has increased, ORPS continues to be staffed by a solicitor, and
now a client advocate who is a trained nurse with extensive experience in the UK National
Health Service and the Australian aged care system. We fully acknowledge the invaluable
service that social workers provide to seniors at risk of or experiencing elder abuse. However,

we have found that our client's health and family relationships are of paremount importance
to them. As elder abuse predominantly occurs during a medical crisis and after the death of a
spouse or partner, a client advocate trained in community nursing can adequately straddle
both the health and relationship components of elder abuse. Moreover, in our efforts to
provide a better service to our clients and to reach the maximum number of WA seniors, OPRS
continues to seek appropriate partnership agencies which can deliver a free integrated service

,

.

to our OPRS clients'

The OPRS service provides both outreach and office appointments to seniors in the Perth
Metropolitan area; a catchment area of 1,145 square kilometres with about ???? seniors. We

also provide a telephone advice service to seniors, and a peer advice service to other
community legal centre staff within the metropolitan area and regional WA. The OPRS

together with the local community policing team has also trained a small group of volunteers
who make regularly telephone contact with seniors in the community. More recently, NSCLC
has launched a peer education scheme, where specially trained volunteers bring awareness of
elder abuse issues to the general community.
.

This submission highlights a very small part of OPRS experience in the area of elder abuse, and
we present our case studies by way of evidence stretching over the nine and a half Years that

the program has been running at NSCLC. The OPRS is pleased to have this opportunity to give
our perspective on some of the issues that we confront on a daily basis. We also hopes that

our evidence shows the vital role that OPRS play in the community and that community legal
centres are best placed to advance and protect the rights and needs of disadvantaged people
in our community.
What is the elder abuse definition in WA?

The reasons or causes of elder abuse are not yet fully understood. In addition, presently there
is no legal definition of elder abuse, but merely the adoption of the medically based World
Health Organisation's (WHO) definition. The WHO definition is not uniformly adopted or
adopted in its entirety, and this lack of consensus together with the complexities of family
dynamics makes it very difficult to identify when a senior person is being abused.

<. 1^
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The OPRS calls for further inquiry as to the essential elements of a national definition of elder
abuse. In particular, OPRS advocates that any further inquiry should consider the merits of the
argument that elder abuse arises in relationships compareble to legal fiduciary relationships,

as well as those akin to family and domestic violence. In addition, OPRS advocates that the
on us of proof of 'harm' should shift from the vulnerable senior to the entrusted or stronger
party in the relationship.

The OPRS uses the definition promoted by the 'Alliance for the Prevention of Elder Abuse'
(APEA), which is a version of the definition recommended by WHO. In their 'Elder Abuse
Protocol: Guidelines for Action' Dec 201.3, APEA WA defines e!der abuse as -

"... ony oct which couses horm to on older person and occurs within on informol
relotionship of trust such oslomily offriends".
Furthermore, elder abuse -

"... con toke moriy forms, including finonciol or motoriol obuse, emotion o1 or

.-.^

psychologicol obuse, SOCiol obuse, physicol abuse, sexual obuse or neglect ',
Under the APEA WA definition, the risk of or occurrence of elder abuse is taken to happen if,

(a) the parties are in a close relationship, (b) the senior party places informal trust upon the
other party, and (c) the violation (and we would add whether committed innocently, carelessly
or intentionally) of trust (and we would add, 'confidence') through one or more of the
specified forms of abuse, (d) causes harm (and we would add 'including distress') to the senior
pa rty.

The definition appears to cover all informal relationships of trust, but does not adequately
cover those relationships where trust is riot a principle element, such as relationships of
dominance and fear.

For OPRS, elder abuse is often the closing stage of the cycle of family and domestic violence,

and any national definition should take account of this. The question for inquiry is whether
I~\
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the elements of dominance and fear should be specified in the national definition or whether
it is best left to the domain of family and domestic violence. BY way of example we provide
the following case study.
Elder abuse orfamily violence - Case study I

Sylvia Incw deceased) was one of OPRS first clients, She had been a victim of domestic violence
throughout her married life. Her husband was an alcoholic and her four children are also adversely
affected by alcohol and drugs,

When we met with SyMa, she was a very frail70 year old woman who had given up on life. She
carried an oxygen supply with her, she had suffered a brain aneurism, and her dlabetes could riot be
stabilised. She remained in an abusive relationship with the only child who was not estranged from
her.

After Sylvia's husband died, she down sized to a one bedroom unit in a retirement complex. For the
first time in her life she felt some tranquillity, but it was short lived. Unannounced and unexpected,
her son Dave appeared at the door and without saying a word he sat on her couch and fell asleep.
Dave had come straight from a Family Court hearing where, as he said, he lost everything.
2

The real motive for visiting Sylvia was to force her to sell her house and give him the money to use
as a deposit to buy a house. Dave would not be persuaded that Sylvia desired to remain in her
house and that it was not in her interest to sell it. Sylvia wanted to help her son but she also feared
that if she didn't do what he wanted, he would physically harm her. Dave threatened to burn her
house down if she "., called the CDPs" and to show that he meant it he set alight his bag in her
lounge room.

.

Sylvia sold her unit for $79,000 and with that money Dave purchased a three bedroom house far
from Sylvia's familiar surroundings, Sylvia's name was added to the house title, but only because the
bank requested It to secure the mortgage,
Sylvia was referred to us by her GP who was aware of her disadvantaged financial position. The GP
expressed grave concerns about Sylvia's emotional state and the imminent risk of the aneurism
bursting.

I

Our client advocate made immediate provisions for Sylvia's physical safety. The matter was
managed as a case of family violence, requiring a multi-disciplinary and integrated approach.
However, women's refuges in Perth cannot provide suitable accommodation to senior women, and
Sylvia was in eligible for public housing because of her legal interest in a house. In addition, Sylvia
had complex health issues, and OPRS social worker broke new ground by working directly with the
relevant medical staff to achieve the best outcome for Sylvia.

o

In the end, Sylvia had no other option but to accept permanent placement in age care. She was riot
willing to take police or legal action against Dave. She died some nine months after entering
residential care,

It was Sylvia's case which brought to light the value community nursing can have in elder abuse
matters.

A further problem with the APEA WA definition of elder abuse is that the on us of proving harm
remains on the vulnerable senior party, who (like Sylvia above) may wish to protect or
maintain a relationship with the dominant or entrusted party. We find a notable number of
aggrieved seniors seek our assistance in the hope of improving their relationship with the
other party. This stands true whether the senior person is in a relationship of trust and
confidence or dominance and fear,

Who are OPRS senior clients?

We understand that senior clients do not fit into one homogeneous group. However, OPRS
has found that our senior clients fall into three broad groups, Firstly, there are clients who can
effective Iy use legal and other services to their best advantage. These seniors are no different
to anyone else seeking assistance to resolve their legal issues. Secondly, there is a very small
group of vulnerable seniors referred to us who are found to be legally incapacitated. These
clients are best assisted by the Office of the Public Advocate ("OPA") and supported by
agencies such as the Public Trustee ("PT").
The third and largest group of senior clients referred to us for legal assistance are those the
law considers legally capable of up holding their best interest. However, because of their
disadvantaged position in their family or close relationships, they are subjected to, or
vulnerable to the risks of elder abuse. The OPRS colloquialIy refers to these clients as being in
the 'grey zone'. These clients are the mainstay of the work undertaken by OPRS.
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Although OPRS has set a guideline for a minimum age of 60 Years, and 50 years for indigenous
client, age is not a rigid criterion for us. It is the client's 'vulnerability in the relationship' that is
our intake priority. Given this benchmark, OPRS clients are mainly women aged between 70
and 90 years who reside in the community. For a large number of our female clients, their
vulnerability predominantly arises from the trust they place on a family member or friend
during a time of grief or medical crisis. But a significant number of them are at risk of or
subjected to elder abuse because they are in a relationship dominance and fear. It is also
interesting to note that our couple clients are aged in their 60s and 70s, and their significant
vulnerability arises because of trust placed in the other party for security of tenure and future
in-house care.

The OPRS has also found that adult females aged between 45 to 65 years make up the largest
group of perpetrators of elder abuse. Male perpetrators are generally younger than their
female counterparts.
What are the most common forms of elder abuse for OPRS clients?

.

We agree with current opinion that emotional abuse and financial abuse are the most
common forms of elder abuse. Moreover, we agree that financial elder abuse from a loved
one in the position of trust and confidence has financial and psychological consequences that
vulnerable seniors may not fully recover from. Against this background, about 85% of OPRS
cases have a significant financial elder abuse component. We broadly categorise our elder
abuse cases under three heads of case work. These are -

(a) misuse of EPA powers;
(b) breaches of informal family financial arrangements; and
(c) financial stress imposed by adult children returning to live at home (colloquialIy
termed "boomerang kids").
It is our view that all forms of financial elder abuse remains largely under reported for various
reason. We provide the following by way of example.

I\
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OPRS sources of unreported cases of financial elder abuse - Case study 2:
Through our seniors' volunteer programs, namely, the seniors' register and the peer educators
group, OPRS hears of prospective clients who are potentially affected by financial elder abuse, One
example is Mrs X who in her late 605 jinmigrated to Perth from South Africa to live with her son and
daughter in law, Mrs X expended a considerable amount of money to come to Australia and she did

so expecting to live here happily for the remainder of her life, However, after a short period living in
the same house with her daughter in law, the relationship failed.
Mrs X advised OPRS that she is now in private rental and supports herself with part-time cleaning
jobs for cash. She feels hurt and trapped, but will not take any action against her daughter in law for

fear it willjeopardise her residency visa and affect her son's relationship with his wife. Mrs X had
thought about returning to her home land but has no money to do so, and she is ashamed of what
people may think about her foolhardy venture.

Is there a common definition for financial elder abuse and what examples
can OPRS provide?

4
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There is no legal or even commonly used definition of financial elder abuse, and OPRS has
again adopted the APEA WA definition, which is ".., the improper use of the older person's finonces or o55ets",

Although this definition appears to encompass both illegal and immoral forms of financial
exploitation of older persons, OPRS considers that the definition would better safeguard the
financial resources of 'vulnerable' seniors, if notions of undue influence and uriconscionability
were an integral part of it, These concepts are currently used in the United States of America,

by the Maine Bureau of Financial Institutions. More importantly, the inclusion of these
concepts may also go some way to addressing the cultural or attitudinal differences regarding
the sharing of funds that occurs in some CALD and indigenous communities,

I

Of the financial elder abuse cases seen by OPRS, about 40% relate to EPA and banking matters.
The remaining 60% relate to informal financial family arrangements (which may cover granny
flats and other private accommodation arrangements including gifts of money or property in
eXchange for life accommodation or care, co"ownership of land, and personal guarantees and
loans), and boomerang kids,

.

We also note that note that amongst the many risk factors which place senior clients at a
financial disadvantage, sibling rivalry is an irisidious form of financial elder abuse. Initially the
rivalry between the siblings, including step siblings, may appear to be in good faith and for the
benefit of the senior person. However, the underlying aim of the affectionate or supportive
conduct shown to the parent is for financial favour over other siblings. By way of example we
provide the following case:
SIb"rig rivalry und EPA/EPG - Cose study 3:

Dorco is on jinmigrontfrom Croatia. He come to AUStro"@ to work on the Snowy River Scheme. After
Dorco's wire died in 2000, he moved to Perth to be close to his three doughters. He is a serfunded
retiree ondlives in his own housein the suburb of Subioco. Dareo's doughters ore o11ftnond@11y we"
off and his gr@ridchildren ore well settled in professional careers, except for his youngest grondson,
Joines.

Dorco!s youngest doughter; Fronco, who is James mother, told her father thot she admired ond
respected hisstrong work ethics ondshe wanted Joines to emulote him. Franco suggested thouomes
should move in with his grandfother so thot Dorco could help James become more focused on his

(1)

university studies. In return, Joines would help out around the house ond gorden.

Soon ofterJomes moved in with hi^ Dorco, Fronco orr@rigedfor Peter to visit o genotricion ond copy
of the geriatricion's report wos attoched to Dorco^ EPA ond EPG, which granted findnci@I and
guardi@nship powers to Fronco.

In about 2013, Ogreo suffered o series of seriousj014 und his medical team odvised hi^ daughters that
it wos unsoje for Dorco to live at home, Dorco's doughters ogreed to find him suitoble residential
core, The hospitolsociol worker also suggested that Dorco's doughters also consider in@king on SAT
OPPlic@tion to safeguard his morid@I und generol we!fore beCOMse he was showing considerable

short-term memory loss. At this point Fronco reveoled Dareo's EPA rind EPG rind the medical report
which hod been completed some yeors eonier.
About six months ojter Dorco entered residentiol core, he was referred to OPRS by one of his other

ginndchildren who hod discovered thot Dareo's Subioco house wos in Joines' nome und the tr@nsfer
of land document hos for love ond affection' OS the consideration given. At the time we took
Dorco"s instructions he OPPeored legolly competent ond understood the consequences of the
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tronsfer, but could not recollect whether he had authorised it. Moreover, he h@d no recollection of
signing on EPA or EPG document, Grid he wonted his house title returned to his nome.

In prep@ration for o SAT OPPlic@tion, OPRS soughtfull medical und psychogeri@tric reports. Dorco^
cupocity reports were inconclusive and by the time a further psychogeriotric report was completed,
Dorco's physicolond mental health hod declined considerably,

At the SAT hearing Franca occounted for the transfer of 10nd OS Dorco's enduring ottorney, She
claimed thotshe had octed under Dorco's instructions when he wasfully capoble of in oking decis^^ns
about his finonci@I affairs, and she produced evidence that hod soughtjinonciol und legol ridvice
before the transfer occurred. Fronco also outlined Dorco's reasons for the 911t to Joines, Firstly, the
gift wos to encour@ge James to finish his university studies, which Joines h@d done ond now wos
successfully employed. Secondly, Joines was the only one of his grandchildren who didn't own o
house, grid Dorco didn't wont Joines disodvontoged, particularly because James lived in the house
gridhod contributed extensively to the core of his grandfather.

The SAT wos satisfied that Fronco had not breached her stotutory duties under 5,107 of the
Guordionship ond Administrotion Act 1990 (WA), However; SAT under it Humon Rights stream does

not hovelurisdiction to decide property disputes, but to better sofegu@rd Dorco'sfinoncioloffoirs und
interest in the house, it ordered thot Fronco occount onnuolly to the Public Trustee OS Dorco's
17nonci@ladministr@tor.

I\

Dorco^ other ginndchildren resolved to rippedIthe SAT decision in the Supreme Court.

Darco's case is not merely a case which shows how sibling rivalry can cause considerable
financial and emotional harm to vulnerable seniors. It also brings to light those cases where

capacity may be compromised, or fluctuating, with onset dementia or other such difficulties
(that is, clients straddling the grey zone) and how these clients can be further disadvantaged
because in Western Australia SAT, has no jurisdiction to hear and adjudicate real property
matters.

What safeguards would OPRS put into place to reduce financial elder
abuse?

,/.\
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The OPRS believes that it is important for the ALRC Inquiry into Elder Abuse to encourage
debate on the issue of security of tenure for seniors. We see an urgent need for new
legislation dealing with seniors' accommodation issues and for reforms granting extensive
property jurisdiction to SAT, similar to those already existing in Victoria. Presently, under
SAT's Human Rights jurisdiction, where EPAs and property matters may be heard, SAT does
riot have powers to compensate seniors or impose fines on the other party, and seniors are

put to the arduous and expensive task of making a civil court application against their loved
one'

We also strongly advocate that the new legislation should incorporate strong reforms
regarding enduring documents, being enduring powers of attorney ("EPA") and enduring
powers of guardianship ("EPG") documents.
We acknowledge that enduring documents are important future planning tools for seniors.
However, Part 9 of the Guordronship und Administrotion Act Z990 (WA), which deals with EPAs,

fails to effective Iy protect and promote the rights and wishes of seniors who have chosen to
appoint enduring attorneys. Our case load illustrates that acts of dishonesty and non
business-like conduct is common place.
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We attribute financial elder abuse by enduring attorneys to a number of factors, some of
which are outlined below.

Firstly, and predominantly, there is wide misunderstanding (even amongst lawyers) as to the

duties and responsibilities of enduring attorneys who are asked to act in a supportive decisionmaking role and those who have the roles of substitute decision-maker. The issue is further

complicated by educational and promotional literature which is either silent on this matter or

inadequately describes the dual legal powers of principal and enduring attorney when an EPA
is commenced immediately, The OPRS firmly believes that it could be simply remedied by

making the EPA come into force only upon medical evidence of incapacity (similar to our EPG
document) and by listing the rights of the principal, and the duties and sources of assistance
for the enduring attorney, on the acknowledgement document that the enduring attorney
must sign. In addition, we submit that harmonisation of enduring documents should exist
across Australian states and territories to eliminate a further level of complication found with
EPAs.
I~~

Secondly, EPAs can and often do provide the enduring attorney with far reaching legal
authority. We have found that such authority is seldom limited or restricted even if the

principal has had legal assistance. In events where the principal claims that the enduring
attorney has acted beyond authority, it is principal who (in our experience, is often vulnerable
and straddling the grey zone) is put to further financial and emotional distress to prove such
misconduct in the court,

The OPRS strongly advocates that an EPA is not always the best or necessary future planning
tool, and should not be made freely available in the community. We advocate that our senior
clients consider an EPA if they are involved in complicated financial family or business
arrangement. In those instances, the senior person would be advantaged by advice from a
lawyer special is ing in this area of law.
We provide the following case as an illustration that EPAs are not a necessary future planning
tool.

(.\.

In FITomeno^ case - Case study 4:
Fitomen@ is aged 91 und still living independently in her own home. CIOr@ is o port-time nurse and is

Filomeno's only child. CIOro is o551sting Filomeno in every woy possible to keep her independent ond
involved in the community. CIOre is noted OS Fitomeno^ next of kin on hospitol ond meditol record, she

hosset up a direct debitsystemfor F110meno^ household bills und phormocy ondhomecore services, she is
@ restricted nominee on F110men@^ bonk account ond a correspondence nominee at Centrelink, Grid she
transports Fitomeno to appointments, outing und shopping trips.
All of Filomeno*; friends hove told her thot they h@ve on EPA in case offo55 of capocity. F110meno wonts
one too because she does not wont to burden CIOro more than she is o1reody doing. CIOr@ told her mother
thot she is prepored to apply for on odinlnistrotion and guordi@nship order at SAT if the need arises.
However, OS F110men@ reinoined concerned, she mode on OPPointmentfor her mother to the OPRSlowyer.

Thirdly, we fully agree that all EPAs, and EPGs, should be subjected to a registration process

before coining into force. The OPRS believes that this process is best achieved through the
national registration and monitoring control of the Commonwealth Department of Social
Security. The benefits of having a register monitored by Centrelink are many but we consider
7
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the following to be of great importance. Centrelink already has a quasi EPA/EPG arrangement
in place through its nominee system, Centrelink has a 1.4 day financial transaction reporting
requirement in place, which can be used as an alert for both principal and the enduring
person, and Centrelink has trained staff to both investigate financial complaints and deal with
the financial inquires of their customers. By way of example we provide the following case:
Centre"nk register of enduring documents - Casestudy 5:

Heldi lost her life portner ond during this period of bereavement her doughter Kotio reconnected with her
mother. In a persuosive monner, Koti@ persu@ded Heldi to in oke her a sole enduring attorney under on EPA

commencing jinmediotely. Heldi kept the original document in @ safe PIOce with her will, Koti0 o150
persuoded Heldi to down size grid purchase a home unit with her Grid to use the reinoining proceeds to
incre@seiomily we@Ith.

Heldi octed on Kotio!s advice und sold her country home, She gove K@tio a bunk chequefor $250,000 OS her
contribution towards the purehose of the home unit. and o sep@rote bank chequefor $150,000 to invest on

her beho!f Heldi then informed Centrelink obout her decis^^ns. Centrelink OSsessed the first Qinount of
money OS funds spent for her occommodotion ond viewed it OS a granny flat orrongement. Centrelink
I~\

deemed the second cheque o gift to Kotio, and Heldi's pension is offected untilshe con prove she is receiving
incomefrom that OSset.

Heldi questioned Kotio about these in@tters. She found out thot Kotio purchosed the home unit in her sole
name, Moreover, Kotio used the chequefor $150,000 to bolster her superon fluotion,

Heldi ond K@tio's relationship soured und Heldi wos OSked to Ieove the home unit. Stressed grid bewildered,

Heldi wos forced to toke temporory @ccommodotion in o long stoy @portment. Homeless grid lingnciolly
destitute, Heldi wos referred to OPRS by her G P. We o551sted her to access priority Stote Housing before
deo"rig with her legal issues.

If Centrelink is granted control of the national resister of enduring documents, we would
submit that Katia, as Heldi's enduring attorney, should automatically come under the

,\
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obligations of a 'correspondence nominee' for Centrelink purposes. This will mean that Katia
is obliged to report to Centrelink confirming that $250,000 was Heidi's contribution towards
the purchase of the home unit and that $150,000 was invested by her in an income producing
product for Heidi. If Katia fails to comply with the specified 1.4 days requirement, Centrelink
will be alerted of her failure Centrelink can then put into place its regular accountability
procedures.

We would also strongly advocate that access to any registered enduring document should be
restricted to prescribed parties to protect the privacy and financial welfare of the principal.
We suggest that the prescribed parties should be Centrelink itself, the senior person's bank(s)
and financial institute(s), the senior person's lawyer and financial advisor, the senior person's
residential care facility, and the public advocate and the public trustee.

Too often, vulnerable seniors will grant legal authority under an EPA to family members or
close friends because they have experienced a crisis, and will often do so without adequate
assessment of their action or legal advice on the matter. The OPRS has observed that when
vulnerable seniors enter into EPAs during a time of crisis, they riot only expose themselves to
the real risk of financial elder abuse, but may also give rise the issues of the senior s incapacity
at the time the grant was made. By way of example the OPRS provides the following case
study.
8
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EPAs and brinking in otters ~ Cose study a
Mrs Mis a veryfr@1187 yeor oldlody now residing in residential age core. She is a pensioner who h@d
rented from the Deportment of Housing for 40 yeors, ond she was wellknown in her oreo, including
the counter stoff ot heriocolbonk.
Alter o series of seriousfolls Mrs M become wheelch@IF-bound, ond given her circumstonces she was
advised by her medicolteom to enter residentiolcore. This wos something Mrs M udomontly refused
to do. To help Mrs M to be dischorged bock to her own home, the hospital SOCi@I worker advised her
to consider in oking on EPA ond EPG. Mrs M h@d no"onein AUStro"a that she could appointin the role
but she sowit OS o good opportunity for her eldest son Trevor to come to Perth to look one' her. The

hospitol social worker helped Mrs M complete the necessary poperwork grid shortly thereafter,
Trevor ond his then portner come to AUStro"@ on o Tourist Visa to look gifer her in her rentol
property,

Mrs M was not properly odvised of the effects or possible repercussions of granting legol authority

under on EPA. Moreover, she winingIy left her decision-making to Trevor under the mistaken be"of
thot she hod to be couse he wos now her enduring ottomey and be couse it would keep her living at
home.

itevor took Mrs M to her 10001 bank brunch in her wheelchoir and during general conversation the

bunk officer wos mode awore of her medical coinp"cot^^ns, but the bonk officer mode no effort to

11>

engoge with Mrs M during the meeting ond merely deolt with Trevor OS Mrs M's substitute decision.
in oker. Trevor wos given a debit grid credit cordjor Mrs M's geeounts und these cords were posted
directly to him core"of Mrs M's address.
Soon o1ter Trevor received Mrs M's addition o1 bunk cords, her fortnightly pottern of spending

chonged drasticolly. The most notable difference was the marked incre@se in toke"owoy food
spend^^g und petrol costs. Over time other spending chonges emerge, such OS the number of times
Mrs M's @ccount was overdrown, and the overseos spending on the credit cord. None of this w@s
brought to Mrs M's ottention by the bunk.
In early August 2015, Mrs M wos placed in residential core. At the time, Trevor and his partner were
in Englandforfour weeks.
In inId September 2015, Mrs M asked her friend to toke her to the bonk becouse she wos informed
thot she hod insufficientfunds to poyfor her core. Heririend wos present when Mrs M verbally told
a mole bonk officer to cancelher EPA 'I. . because my son is ripping me off'. The bunk officer o55ured

her that it would be token core of. At thot dote, Mrs M estimoted that Trevor h@d wrongfully
withdrawn over $5,500,
f

In inid November 2015, Mrs M ogoin OSked heririend to toke a letter thot she hod written to her
bunk. The letter instructed the bank to concel her EPA becouse the bunk had permitted further

(.)

withdrowols on her cord without her consent. The bank responded to Mrs MIS notice of revocation by
letter requesting that she present herself to her IOCol branch to verify the signature on her letter,
Mrs M wos unable to get onyone to toke her to the bank until9 December 2015, when o froi4 but
foisty old IQdyfronted with o cornploint obout the stoff's incompetence und the inconvenience thot
she wos put to o1terbeing loyal customer of 40 years'
On 9 December 2015, the bank octed upon Mrs M's revoc@tion notice, It removed Trevor's name
enduring ottomey, und relmbursed her finonciol loss sustained in November ond December 2015.
However, the bank refused to honour the loss of $5,500 becouse it h@d no records of the verbol
revocotion mode in September 2015. The in otter wosj7nolly resolved when it wos brought to the
attention of the FindnciolOmbudsm@n Service.

The OPRS also notes that a national registry under the control of Centrelink may be of little use
in safeguarding vulnerable seniors if family members or friends are determined to take
advantage of their superior position in the relationship, as the next banking case reveals.
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Bonk nominees - Case study 7:

Mrs CIS 90 yeors old, She h@SIivedin the some offJuant Perth suburb since moving off bermrmin
the South West of Western Australia some 30 yeors ogo. She has two sons, both ore retired, The
eldest son lives in the costolcountry town of Albany grid her youngest son, 71m, lives close by.
Mrs C is a self funded retiree, but given her busbond^ long illness Grid her own rapidly declining
he o1th, her estote now comprises of a moderate portfolio of shores, $500,000 in a fixed term

investment occount and o fully paid investment property, (presently occupied by her two adult
ginndsons who pay little rent). rim originolly agreed to pay the rates ond morntenonce costs on Mrs
CS ^^vestment property, in coinpensotion for his two sons living there, but he hasn't done so since hi^
father died, seven years ogo. Mrs CliVes alone in her IQrge suburbon home, which ISIully poid off

und runs a chequing DCcount with @ moderote bolonce of about $40,000.00.
After Mr C died, Mrs Coppointed Tim OS her enduring attorney under on EPA. However} the EPA wi"
only come into force if Mrs CIS decloredlegolly incopodt@ted by on order of the State Administrative

Tribunol. She strives to keep herindependence despite her poor mobility, sight and hearing, und she
gets about in her motorised wheelchoir to do things OS much OS she con. Nevertheless, Mrs C is
becoming more fell@nt on 71m ond he in turn is mereosingly exposed to her personal ond financial
informotion.

(1)

Mrs C hos bonked with the Commonweolth bonk since she wos on the form, and over the post 30
yeors she regulorly visited her IOC@I brunch to do her bonking. At one stoge, she wos well known to
the bonk monoger ondstuff but nowshe no longer gets the attention she once commanded.
Mrs C suspected something wos not right with heri7xed term investment account when she didn't
receive the onnuolnotice to rollover her funds. She jinmediotejy visited her bonk bronch where upon
she was given the dote the account wos closed by Tim but the bank refused to divulge ony further
inform@tion to her. However, the bank oded jinmediotely to remove Tim's name from Mrs CS
accounts.

The OPRS Investigotions uncovered that Mrs Chod signed ojoint occount outhorityform OS well OS o
withdrowolsp"t. Tim^ nome wos added to Mrs CSfixed term investment account on the doy the row
over offunds was due. The withdr@w@15/1p wos used by 71m to close the account seven working days
lotor, At thot time, Mrs C wos in hospital. She recalled OSking rim to bring in her bills grid cheque
book so thot she could do the work in hospitol. mevit@bly, the two subject documents were included
omongst other paperwork which she had signed grid returned to Tim.
Mrs C was shocked ond decostoted by the news, but refused to toke the in otter further. From her
point of view, it was of Qinily in otter that would be sorted outin her wi".

Mrs C wosjust OS shocked grid origry at the bonk's indifference towards o Joyolcustomer. She could

C)

not understand why the bonk stofi'could not in oke o simple phone coll to notify her thotsuch ajarge
transaction wos to be mode on her occount.

It is most important to note that both Mrs M and Mrs C were long term loyal bank customers
who presented with special disadvantages, which exposed them to higher risk of financial
elder abuse.

The OPRS contends that the need for safeguards by banks and financial institutions will only
increase as cases of early onset dementia increase. Beside GPS and allied health professionals,
it is the banks that are in the frontline position to detect elder abuse of vulnerable senior but
just as often they are dismissed or simply ignored, as the following case shows.
Banking matters and memory loss - Cose study 8:

Mrs A hod on engoging personolity ond a very witty sense of humour. However, her children hone
noticed a personolity chonge OS she aged. She hod become increasingly forged'ul ond somewhat
suspicions of everyone, even of her closefomily.

1.0
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For her 80'' birthd@y, Mrs A's three children sent her off on o holiday to Ifelond with heririend. The

R

holiday o1most didn't happen because Mrs A wos convinced thot terrorists would @ttock the pione
when it landed. As on odditionol birthdoy surprise, her children agreed to point her house for when

she returned. The house hod not been pointed for obout 30 years.
While Mrs A's two doughters were cleaning out treosures occumuloted over 50 yeors, they come

ocross a considerobje number of envelopes containing various amounts of money. These envelopes
were dispersed throughout the house. They o150 discovered @ number of bank oreounts th@t Mrs A
had opened at various banks in her ore@. Moriy of the accounts hod o few transoctions recorded,

while others had nothing more th@n the opening deposit, grid one hod been closed by the bank.
When Mrs A return from her trip, her children noticed that she h@d consider@ble memory loss ond
OPPeored to be quite disorientoted, She didn't recognise her house und wos frightened to go in. She
denied hoving money in envelopes becouse she hod spent o11 of her money on her trip, She wos o150

unoble to tell them how moriy brink Decounts she operoted, or recollthe name of her bank. However,
she recognised herb@nk by the orange sign when went to the shopping centre with her girls'
At first. her children di^missed Mrs A's dlsorientotion OSIet log. But when she begon to accuse them
of stooling her money, her children sought help to oct to protect bermterests. Firstly, her doughters

deposited the cosh found in the envelope Into Mrs A's originol pensioner account ond informed the
bank of their mother's memory loss. Then, her three children sought odvice obout in oking on
OPP!ICQtionforodministrotion ond guordionship orders at SAT.

I
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Mrs A^ friend contocted OPRS because she wos o10rmed to heor that Mrs A's doughters had stolen
money from their mother. After a brief telephone conversation with Mrs A, OPRS orronged o home

visit to toke instruction. At this stoge OPRS wos not ownre of Mrs A's one'seos trip ond the
discoveries mode by her children.
At our meeting, Mrs A wasfriendly, witty, and @ very charming hostess of the teo party thot she hod
orrongedfor us, Although she directed the conversotion to topics that interested hell we were obje
toilnd th@tshe-

. Hod gone on bond@ys to Ireland und it was wonde, ful meeting up with relatives ond
friends. Butshe could not recoilony of the places she bud visited,
. Did her own shopping grid bill poying without anyone helping her. But she hod done her

shopping with heririend every Thursdayjor moriy years'

,
,

\

. Hod money coining from Britoin, becouse her husbond wos in the war, and she o150 hod on
AUStr@lion pension. But she couldn't recoil the dinounts, undjust!liedit by soying "... it wos
enough. .. "for her.
. Did her bonking every Thursdoys ond always withdrew the some Qinount of cash, But she
couldn't remember whot the Qinount wos or how much was leftin her @ccount. beeouse the
bonk o1reody knew thot.
. Puts her money in a hidden spot be couse she doesn't trust banks. But took us to the PIOce
where her cosh hod been hidden undnothing wos there,
. CIOimed thot her daughters h@d stolen her money because It was not in the spot she put it
in. But she couldn't recoil how much wos stolen, only th@t she wonted her doughters to
give it hock.

,,,
~. I

After on hour ond a half with Mrs A, OPRS suspected some incapacity and requested her permission
to ingke inquires with her GP. But, she didn't want ony OSsessment done on her and her mood fopidly
changed. She terminated the meeting by walking out of the room.
Over time OPRS wos odvised thot Mrs A's children hod instig@red on OPP"cotion to SAT for
administration Grid guardionship orders.

The OPRS contends that these cases point to an urgent need for better awareness and training
of bank staff on issues of elder abuse. Although the OPRS does not advocate mandatory
reporting of elder abuse cases, there is need for some reporting mechanism for banks and
other financial institutions to notify a nominated third party or the OPA of any activity which
may indicate improper use of vulnerable senior's funds.
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The OPRS also strongly believes that family arrangements, particularly those relating to
accommodation and future care of seniors, are often used as a future planning tool. In our

experience, these arrangements usually involve rights and obligations to land between related
parties. Yet, little has been done to regulate or even provide model guidelines for these
informal family agreements. BY way of example, we provide the following financial elder abuse
case studies arising from informal family accommodation arrangements.
Inform@Ifomily dorommodotion ond core orrongements and EPAs - Case study 9:
Mrs K was very active and staunchlyindependent untilshe hod o series off@IIS.

In 1957 she grid her first husb@rid arrived in AUStrolio, but shortly thereojtej; he wos killed in o work
occident. Mrs K's doughter, Wand@, is her only childfrom heriirst mornoge. Mrs K hos two children
from her second mornoge, John (Inn ond Bochoro, with whom she maintoins o very good
relotionship. Allof her children livein Perth.

Wond@ was estrongedfrom Mrs Kjor over 20 yeors und she reconnected with her mother during her
stepfotherJohn!510ngillness. After John's death, itseemed rioturolond OPPropriote thot Wond@ grid
. , .-~

Koren IWondo!s doughter) would shore their thoughts and concerns obout Mrs res future without
John. Mrs K GISo felt o sense of closure obout post hurts with Wando grid she trusted that things
would changefor the better for o11thejomily.

Wondo often toIked with Mrs K @bout core and accommodation services ond she strongly
recommended that Mrs K seriously consider residential core, Wondo outlined the odinission process
and advised that it could be o stepped process by first moving into on Independentlyestyle unit. Mrs
K^ gr@riddoughte, ; Koren, a young mum working part-time OS on accountant, suggested that Mrs K
should sell her outer suburb home grid jointly invest port of the sole proceeds in a two-bed
townhouse with her. KGren o150 suggested that the townhouse should be purchased close to Wondo,
so thot Wando could lend o hond in times of need. Koren further suggested thot the townhouse
should be rented out to generate income until Mrs K needed it.

In early 2015, Mrs K OPPointed Kgren OS her sole attorney under on EPA. Koren s enduring powers

commence jinmediotely upon her OPPointment. At about the some time and ogoinstJohn finr) ond
Bochoro's odvice, Mrs K PIOced her family home on the montet. She occepted theftrst offer mode,
und OSked Wondo to toke her to viewindependentljfestyle units und townhousesin themnersuburbs

of Perth. Mrs K o150 instructed her settlement o9ent to draw one cheque in the name of her chosen
independent lifestyle coinp@ny Grid o further cheque, for the remaining amount of the sole proceeds,
to Koren OS Mr K's contribution towords the purchose of the townhouse:

,~)
~)

Three months after moving into theirestyle unit, Mrs Kreolised the folly of her woys. Centrelink hod
reduced her pension because of the money given to Kgren to purehose the home unit wos not
producing ony income.

Mrs K pleaded with Kgren to return her money, but to dote, this hos not happened ond mediotion
between them foiled. Koren claims thot the money is a gift from her ginndmother to purchase the
townhouse for herself ond that it is Mrs K who hos gone buck on her word. Kgren Fengoled o
Statutory Deciorotion signed by Mrs K gifting the money unconditionally to K@ren. Furthermore,
Wando CIOims th@t she is o witness to Koren!s version of events grid that Mrs K is often absent
minded undforgetful.

After 12 months of negotiotions Grid SAT hearings, Mrs K has instructed OPRS to brief the in otter to
Counsel but, remains extremely anxious obout the eventual outcome of a civil action in the Supreme
Court,

Mrs K and many more like her, have appointed enduring attorneys who blatantly disregard

(and not merely lack understanding of) their statutory and fiduciary obligations. In addition to
the safeguard that a new piece of legislation could put into place OPRS strongly advocates that
Centre!ink should require written evidence of all types for family financial agreements as part
of their eligibility criteria.
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A further family arrangement which can give rise to financial elder abuse involves unsecured
personal loans and guarantee contracts entered into by vulnerable seniors to help out a family
member or close friend. The following case is given by way of example.

,

Guorontees ogreements - Cose study 10:
Mr und Mrs V inigroted to AUStrolio in the 1960sjrom central Europe. They ore not well educated
but con communicate well in English. Their mom o1m in life w@s to work hard, to give o good
educotion for their two sons ond to p@y off the in ortgoge on their house.
Their youngest son Fronk, his wife Mono grid their two boys lived next door to Mr und Mrs V, and
Mrs Vlooked after the grondchildren while Mono went out to work.
In 2006 Fronk sold his house to purehose o restouront business ond the fomily moved in with his
parents' Mr and Mrs VCouldforesee o time when they would be fellont on Fronk and Monofor core,
so the orrongement seemed to be benejiciolto oneoncerned.

r

In 2011 both Mr Grid Mrs Vwere eligiblefor the pension, ond they help out at Fronk's rest@uront. At
obout the some time, Fronk exponded his restouront business by taking out o further bank loon,
where Mr ond Mrs V were OSked to be his guarantors. Mr ond Mrs V were o55ured that the
expansion of the business was happening at the right time. However; they were notprivy to the fact
that Fronk hod huge outstond^^g debts with his traders, grid thot the bank would onlyjinonce his
new venture if the in ortgoge wos secured by a gu@fontse. Mr ond Mrs V; OS pensioners with
urinertoin information obout Fronk's fin@nciol stotus ond without independent leg@I or fin@nci@I
odvice, agreed to guarantee theirson'$100n.

.~

In 2012 Fronk wos dingnosed with Ms and problems obout his gumbling o1so sulfoced. The family
pulled together und Mr ond Mrs Vs strongfomily volues compelled them to honour theirson's debts,
including his mortgage. However, the bank was not notified of Mr und Mrs V's own fin@nciol
pressure und theirje@r offOSIng their house.

In Dec 2015 Monoleft Fronk, andit was at this stage that Mr ondMrs Vsoughtlegolossistonce. The
OPRS worked together with CCLS to ochreve the best outcome for Mr Grid Mrs V but little could be
done ond after o long bottle their house was sold to mode good their guorontee contr@ct with the
bonk

\

It would be safe to say that parents generally wish to financially advance their children, in any
way they can, and they generally trust that their children will not choose to make them
homeless. However, OPRS has found that with guarantee contracts, their trust is often based
on misinformation about the child's past financial history and/or a lack of clear knowledge
about the lender's concerns about borrower's default risk.

Although the revised Code of Banking Practice addresses some of the information imbalances
between the bank and the guarantor, it still does not adequately cover senior guarantors
whose sole asset is their home, their sole income is their pension, their position of
dependency as to the creditor, and they gain no direct financial benefit from entering into the
guarantee contract. The OPRS contends that placing such vulnerable serious at risk of financial
elder abuse is simply unconscionable.
Unsecured personal loans, which are never repaid, can also bring considerable hardship and
indirectly place a vulnerable senior's accommodation at risk, as the following case shows.

13
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Unsecured loons gridsubst@ntiolg!its - Case studyll

Miss B was never momed, becouse she never wonted to be tropped OS her mother was in a violent
relationship. She suffered much obuse hersen but felt thotit was her duty to protecther mother ond
siblings.

Miss B had work very hard to redch her position OS a legolsecretory. Her work was heri!fe, untilshe
retired and went on heriirst ho"day. She met o much younger but "... o very chorming exotic mori

on her holidoy. He worked OS o kitchen bond on the cruise boot. but his controct ran out when they
returned to Perth. Miss B found thot they hod much in common. He too w@s from Perth ond o
procticing Christion with the some enthusi@sinfor his jolth. He wos also a 'catcher' at his Apustolote
Church, Grid when Miss B returned to Perth she ottended his church und proyer services, For o while

they only met at church but eventuolly Miss B invited him to her house. She found out th@the hod o
child in Africa he hadn't seen for ofew yeors ond wouldn't seefor a few more yeors because of his
jinonciolhordship. He o150 hod a disabled sister in New Zealond whom helmonciolly supported.

(1)

Miss B originally 911ted him some money to send to his child und his sister. He then asked her for o
loon to buy o cor ond some DJ equipment to set up a 015ervice at weddrngs. He suid that if he didn t
set himself up he would be out of work. From there, his requests for loons continued. He needed
money to attend church conferences, ond interstotefellowship meeting. He needed o better vehicle
to get to wedding receptions on time. He wonted to upgrade Miss B's cor and knew how to get a very

good deolfor her. Miss B in wordly knew that she had entered into grindnciolly ribusive relationship,
ondj^It griefondloothing, but didn't know how to remove herselffrom the feintionship.
Miss B wos referred to the OPRS by her GP,

At the first meeting with Miss B, the c"ent odvocote purred up information on the net about her
friend ond asked her permission to reporthim to the po"ce. The police o1reody had his nome on their
scorn worth, but could not prosecute for froud or other ringnci@ICrimes, The cors ond DJ equipment

wos on loon grid beyond Miss B's reach, The church, @1th ough empothetic to Miss B s position ond
notified her thot they hod removed him OS their catcher, it denied finonciolcompens@tion
Miss B wos unoble to momtoin the outgoings on her house ond had to downsize,

The OPRS contends that the WA Criminal Code is not well tailored to cases of financial elder

abuse, and in particular, it cannot bring to account those fraudsters such as Miss B s friend,

,)

The OPRS also contends that our Criminal Code and Restraining Order legislation is not well

suited to cases like Sylvia's case above, where boomerang kids return to live with their

parents' We would see the new piece of legislation favouring the removal of the Younger
person via an eviction order from SAT.

What do OFRS seniors want from the legal system?
It is OPRS view that financial elder abuse can be as traumatic as physical violence, and the loss

of assets together with the loss of the relationship is one of the most distressing things that
can happen to a senior person.

There is no simple solution to elder abuse but it is our experience that vulnerable seniors
(generally women over 70 Years of age) want to retain their autonomy and economic
independence, but not at the loss of family or close relationships through legal action. They
also appreciate assistance with their financial and welfare decision, and will often seek the
advice and assistance of family members over professionals. However, they do not want
others to make decisions for them when they are capable of doing so for themselves. Against
1.4
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this backdrop, it can be said that vulnerable seniors want the legal system to both up hold their
fundamental rights and at the same time protect them from their position of disadvantage.

Together with the urgent need for a well designed piece of legislation on elder abuse, OPRS
advocates that existing frameworks, such as Centrelink, should be fully exploited to better
capture issues of elder abuse. In addition, multidisciplinary health justice type programs can
go a long way to achieving the outcomes that vulnerable seniors want, and such services are
best set in community legal centres.

,
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Connect+ Inform + Support + Empower

The Purple Road
The Purple Road is a community awareness campaign. The three-metre-long
road is made up of hundreds of hand-made purple flowers - contributed via
art and craft groups and senior members of the community.

Purple is the colour of wisdom. Every flower represents someone's story or a
conversation relating to the very important, yet sensitive subject of Elder
Abuse.

Elder Abuse is a violation of a person's 'human rights' and can prevent
someone from ageing positively.

The Purple Road has commenced its journey in the City of Stirling and will
continue to grow. If anyone wishes to contribute a flower or share a story,

please place your donation in the basket. It will be displayed at Stirling libraries
on the following dates in 2017

Inglewood - 18'' July to the 24'' July, Mirrabooka - 25' July to 1'' August, OSborne - 2
August to 8'' August, Scarborough - 1s' August to 22 August, Karrlnyup - 29 August to
5'' september and Dlanella - 13'' September to 20' September
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Older People^ Rights Services
Funded by Department of Communities

Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc
Tel: 0894401,663
Who are OPRS?

The Older People's Rights Serviceis part of a community legal service that uses a hallstic a roach 'th I'
We take Into consideration noriust your legal issues, but the wider social, family and relationshi issues that
can present problems. If as senior You feel that You are not able to age positively and that a trusted
such as a family member, friend or carer is acting in a way that may be harmful to you, then ou can co t
to discuss.

Elder abuse is a form of family and domestic violence where a trusted person such as a binil b , f ' d
or carer is acting is a way that may be harmful or distresslng to you. This may take the form of ne Iect o
financial, physical, psychological, social or sexual abuse. This is a difficult topic to raise and our staff
sensitive to this and the courage it takes for older people to even 'start the conversation'
What service does OPRS offer?

The Older People's Rights Service can offer legal advice, advocacy, counsellin , information, ed t' ,
to support services, Interpreters and an appointment within the Metropolitan area.

Seeking legal advice before entering into agreements such as Enduring Power of Attorne , Endurin P f
Guardianship and Family arrangements regarding finances or property matters can heI ou to r t ct d
promote your rights.
Who is in the team?

A Community Lawyer, experienced in Elder Law and who has a good understandin of the diff' It d ' '
that older people can face.

A Cllent Advocate, who can offer support with many of the issues that can affect your overall wellbe' d
who is often your first point of contact when you telephone us for information, advice or an a Qintm t.
Our Volunteers, who provide regular calls to seniors who may be feeling isolated and appreciate a SOCi I h t
now again with a peer. They also assist us with exhibition days, morning teas, educational videos and so in h
more,

Proactive Education

A Community Education Program is provided to many seniors groups on request. TOPICS covered such as, Eld
Abuse, Enduring Power of Attorney, Enduring Power of Guardian and Family agreements can often r d
lively eXchange of information. We also produce film clips that showcase issues that seniors sometimes come
across when dealing with family, friends and trusted people. Specifically when enterin Into tornil
arrangements to do with finance and property. In addition brochures and calendars are produced that d
information and contact details for organisations that may be of help with decisions that ou are in k'
FB. coin older

Itsri tservlce
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Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc.
Networks, Partners and Committees
Partners:

Adult Migrant Education Program (AMEP) .......,..,........,............... Community Legal Education
Advoca re ...,.................................,.........................................,...........................,...... OPRS

Ang Iica re WA .................................................................................................. Joo n dalu p FRC
Association for Services to Torture and Trauma Survivors (AsETTS)Community Legal Education
Centracare (Skills for Education and Employment Program).,..,.., Community Legal Education
C OTA .............,..........,...........................................,.................................,..,.................. OR RS

E C U S ch 0 o1 of Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J o0 n d al u p C LC
Edith C owa n U nive rsity ( EC U) . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joon dalu p C LC
Edm u rid Rice Centre, Mirrabooka .. . .. . .. . ., . .. . .. . .. . ., . ., . .. . .. ... ... . ., . .. . .. . Coin in u nity Legal Education
Ishar Multicultural Women's Health Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Family Violen ce DVD

Joondalup Magistrate's Court ..................,...,..... Tenancy Court, Community Legal Education
Le gal Aid ....,.......,.....,,...............,..............,..............,..............,...................................... WRE N

.

Mercy Care (includes the DSS funded "Rental Ready Program").. Community Legal Education
Metropolitan Migrant Resource Centre ...........,........,................... Community Legal Education
North Metropolitan TAFE and South Metropolitan TAFE ............. Community Legal Education
Paincia Giles Centre . . ... ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ., . ., . .. . .. . .. . Family Violence DVD, WRE N, OP RS
S CA LE S Coin in u nity Leg al Centre . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . OPP ES

The Law Society, Francis Bun Law Education Program. .....,........ Community Legal Education
WA Family Relationships Centre (FRC) Network (7 WA FRCs and 9 WA CLCs)..,.., WA FRCs
WA Police Crime Prevention office (Mirrabooka) ........,.................................. Seniors AT RISK

WA Tenancy Network (14 other CLCs and an NGO) ...............,............. WA Tenancy Network
Weste rn Australian Police . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Family Violen ce DVD
Committees and Networks
Alliance for the Prevention of Elder Abuse

Community Legal Centres and Family Relationship Centre's Network
Community Legal Centres Association of WA

o

Edith Cowan University - Law Program Consultative Committee
Family Law Practitioners Association
Law Society of Western Australia

. Mental Health and Wellbeing Committee
. Criminal Law Committee
. Access to Justice Committee

National Association of Community Legal Centres - Older People's Legal Services (OPaLS)
Network

Northern Suburbs Multicultural Reference Group
Tenancy Advice and Education Services - Advocates Network

Tenancy Advice and Education Services - Managers Network
West Australian Network for the Prevention of Elder Abuse
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Northern Suburbs

Coriumuni^,
148.1 CG". re Inc.
Workshop
Conducted 16 October 2017

Participants
Advocare Inc
o Diedre Timms
o Deborah Costello

. Mary Kepert (APEA)
Cumn University
o Barbara Black-Blundell
. Dr. Eileen Webb

University of Western Australia
. Prof. Michael Clare

Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre
. Vicki Edwards (Meeting Chain
. Karen Merrin
. Fron Ottolini

. Gaynor Noonan
COTA
.

Shelley Whitaker

Purpose

In response to the call for submissions by the 'Select Committee Into Elder Abuse' established by the
Legislative Council on 13 September 201.7, Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc. organised
and facilitated a workshop.

The attendees at the workshop are key stakeholders involved in identifying and responding to elder

.

abuse,

The objective of the workshop was to provide an opportunity for stakeholders to collaborate and
identify common areas of agreement. The completion of this process would enable the stakeholders
to focus their individual submissions on the area(SI they identify utilising their expertise and
experience,

The stakeholders represented:

Older Peoples Rights Service (specialised unit of Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc. )
AdvoCare Inc

Council of the Aging (COTA)

University of Western Australia - School of Social Sciences
Curtin University - Schoolof Social Work

Curtin University - School of Law

^ 11
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

a) determine an appropriate definition of elder abuse;
The participants agreed in principle that current World Health Organisation (WHO) definition was
appropriate:

Elder obuse is o single or repeoted oct, or lock of OPPropriote oction, occurring within ony
reintionship where there is on expectotion of trust, which couses horm or distress to on older
person foged 60 yeors and olden. It Ihcludes physic04 sexu04 psychologico!/emotion o1 0buse;

finonciolond motoriol obuse; obondonment; neglect, . ond serious loss of dignity und respect. '
However, areas of clarification and further definition were identified:

"within ony relotionship where there is on expectotion of trust"

Does 'relationship' need to be clarified to encompass professionals that the older person interacts
with; such as a bank employee or a care provider?
In addition, expanding the definition to recognise vulnerabilities and the correlating risks of harm
that the older person may be exposed to,

q)

by identify its prevalence;
The group was of the view that data collection and analysis to identify prevalence was an area that
required attention.
Several options were identified:

I. Data that has been collected and is available from the WHO, could be extrapolated and
modelled as an initial SOCietal prevalence investigation.
2. Draw data from service provider reports provided to the Commonwealth and State
government funding bodies.

3. Commonwealth Personal Safety Survey - conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) includes data sets relevant to older Australians.
4. Standardise data collection, recording and reporting methodology.
c) identify the forms of elder abuse, including but riot limited to neglect;
The group was of the view that the WHO definition identified the various forms of Elder Abuse.
However, the interpretation of the various forms of abuse were dependent on SOCietal norms, The
understanding of when an interaction becomes abuse requires an increase in knowledge and
understanding in society, which may be achieved through education and the wide dissemination of
case studies.

d) identify the risk factors;
The group was of the view that the risk assessment tools that are currently used need to be
reviewed. Upon completion of a review the development and adoption of standardised risk
assessment tools be used by service providers.
e) assess and review the legislative and policy frameworks;
The group identified numerous areas of legislation and policy framework that needed to be
reviewed:

' World Health Organisation, The Toronto Declorotion on the GlobolPrevention of Elder Abuse (2002).
ZIP age
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I. Financial abuse

. Practices of financial institutions, in particular training, policy and guidelines for

identifying clients at risk of financial abuse and responding to instances of financial
abuse. Currently there is little recourse for the victim to recover their losses.
. Similarly with actions of others in POSitons of trust such as, accountants, financial
advisors, superannuation advisors.
2, Restraining Orders Act

. The objects and principles in sections 10A and 1.08, provide a platform for the
development of understanding of the dynamics of family violence. However, the
elderly are not recognised as a separate category and it could be argued that some
of the elderly are as vulnerable as children.
3. Criminal Code
. Amendments to reflect the fraudulent transactions committed behind the veil of

family arrangements and EPGs and appropriate sentencing and restitution orders.

.

f) assess and review service delivery and agency responses;
I. In 2009, a mapping project was undertaking by Curtin University Centre of Human Rights
Education in conjunction with the Office of the Public Advocate.

2, The Elder Abuse Protocol Guideline for Action (the Protocols) developed by the Alliance for
the Prevention of Elder Abuse Western Australian (APEA) are currently being reviewed.
3. The provision reports by service providers to funding bodies and other reports submitted
from time to time provides the information needed.
g) the capacity of the Western Australia Police to identify and respond to allegations of elder
abuse;

No one in the group was able to comment on police operations. The police representative was
unfortunately not able to attend the workshop,
in identify initiatives to empower older persons to better protect themselves from risks of elder
abuse as they age;

o

The provision of education and information to recognise situations where abuse may occur and
provide opportunities to implement . prevention, or
. minimisation, or
. remedies.

Development of an outcomes tool kit, to provide data to identify needs and to progress service
provision.

11 consider new proposals or initiatives which may enhance existing strategies for safeguarding
older persons who may be vulnerable to abuse;

Access to affordable independent succession planning advice.
Introduction of a therapeuticjustice model. Providing access to individual and family counselling and
if required Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) services.
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it consider any other relevant matter.
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SUMMARY OF THE OLDER PEOPLE'S RIGHT SERVICE RECOMMENDATIONS

OPRS requests that the following proposed recommendation be considered.
I. Nationally, elder abuse be recognised as a separate and unique stage of the cycle of family
and domestic violence,

2. The term 'at risk'seniors be used in accordance with the ALRC 201.7 report, to describe those
people (like OPRS cohort of clients) who are capable but vulnerable.
3. To confirm the definition of elder abuse, the national prevalence study should establish (a) the agreed age for at risk seniors;
(b) the scope and extent of elder abuse ;

(c) forms of elder abuse;

.

(d) a comprehensive definition of 'financial elder abuse';

(e) a comprehensive definition or neglect including self-neglect; and
in risk factors particular to financial elder abuse and neglect, including self-neglect.
4. To confirm the forms of elder abuse, the national prevalence study should establish whether
or riot 'befriending' and other non-domestic forms of fraud are to be included,
5. The civil on us of proof be reversed and for the other party to prove that they acted to protect
the rights and interests of the at risk seniors,
6. The State Government to urgently endeavour to establish, together with the Commonwealth
Government, a National Plan to Combat Elder Abuse.

7. Urgent review of Part 9 GAA and TLA to permit a caveat to be lodged against the other parties
property whenever an at-risk senior makes a financial contribution to said property, or where

o

the enduring attorney has transferred property of the at-risk person to any third party without
the at-risk person riot gaining full benefit of the transfer.
8, The State Administrative Tribunal be granted property lawjurisdiction to hear and adjudicate
financial elder abuse matters.

9. At risk age pension clients be exempted from deeming rules where other party cannot show

the transfer was made for the benefit of the pensioner.
10. Banks play a stronger safeguarding role to protect the accounts of at risk seniors.
11. Removal of EPA documentation from the net.

12. The enduring attorney acceptance statement or certificate to outline the duties of the role,
the minimal skill-set required to comply with role, and training programs and other sources of
assistance to ensure the enduring attorney is competent in the roles
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13. An effective system of registration with random monitoring.
1.4. Enduring documents to be valid only if registered as prescribed, and if the principal retains
legal capacity, the enduring attorney has the role of supportive agent of the principal.
15. The production of a medical certificate detailing the principal's legal incapacity, rather than a
Tribunal order, be sufficient.
16. If the instrument is registered and the principal retains legal capacity, the enduring attorney

has the role of a supportive agent of the principal.
17. Compulsory, 'Continued Professional Development' for all professional, government and nongovernment staff involved with at risk seniors.
1.8. Verbal family agreements gain legal standing in favour of the senior person in circumstances

where a senior person has transferred funds or other property to the other party.
19. Standard or prescribed forms for family agreements to be made readily available at Centrelink,
and obligatorily issued to seniors wishing to or have entered into granny flat type
arrangement.

20. Amendments to present property legislation to enable seniors who have a granny flat type

arrangement to Iew a caveat over the legal property of the other party.
21. The presumption of advancement is rebutted by evidence that the senior person is at risk of
elder abuse

22. Centrelink to amend rules and regulations regulating financial loss arising from financial elder
abuse.

23. Increased Legal Aid grants for elder abuse matters.
24.1ncrease availability and accessibility to low cost financial service providers to improve banking
and financial literacy of vulnerable seniors.
25. Introduction of low cost specialised supported family conferencing services to both

ameliorate and resolve family financial disputes. "
26. Specific elder abuse training for police officers in family violence units and in major fraud.
27. Extended property lawjurisdiction for SAT,
28. Perpetrator programs and assistance for EPA and EPG,

29. Harmonisation of legislation affected by elder abuse.
30. Inquiry as to the scope and benefits of the implementation of legislation specifically to protect
at risk seniors, as opposed to legislative changes to both Commonwealth and State legislation,

'' See Queensland Government and the Dispute Resolution Branch of the Department of Justice and Attorney
General
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